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Memory references exhibit locality and are therefore not uniformly distributed

across the sets of a cache. This skew reduces the effectiveness of a cache because

it results in the caching of a considerable number of less-recently used lines. In

this dissertation, a technique that dynamically identifies these less-recently used

lines and effectively utihzes the cache frames is described. These underutilized

cache frames can be occupied by the more-recently used cache lines. Also, these

frames can be used to further reduce the miss ratio through data prefetching. In the

proposed design, the possible locations that a line can reside in is not predetermined.

Instead, the cache is dynamically partitioned into groups. Because both the number

of groups and each group associativity adapt to the dynamic reference pattern, this

vi



design is called the adaptive group-associative cache. Performance evaluation shows

the group-associative cache is able to achieve a hit ratio better than that of a 4-way

set-associative cache. For some of the workloads, the hit ratio approaches that of a

fully associative cache.

Private caches are a critical component to hide memory access latency in high

performance multiprocessor systems. However, multiple processors may concur-

rently update a distinct portion of a cache line and cause unnecessary cache invali-

dations under traditional cache coherence protocols.

In this research, a deferred cache coherence model is described, which allows

a cache line to be shared in multiple caches in the inconsistent state as long as the

processors are guaranteed not to access any stale data. Multiple write requests to

different portions of a cache line can be performed locally without invalidation. An

efficient mechanism to reconcile multiple inconsistent copies of the modified line is

described to satisfy the data dependence. Simulation results show that the pro-

posed cache coherence model improves the performance of the parallel applications

compared to conventional MESI and delayed coherence protocol.

In summary, a new adaptive cache topology which utilizes the cache frames

and a new cache coherence model which minimizes the cache coherence activities are

proposed. And the performance evaluation shows the proposed schemes improve the

overall performance of the cache memory in both uniprocessor and multiprocessor

systems.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Issues of Cache Memory

Programs exhibit both temporal locality, the tendency to reuse recently ac-

cessed data items, and spatial locality, the tendency to reference data items that

are close to each other. These tendencies are called "principle of locality.''^ Because

of this locality behavior of programs, a program tends to access a relatively small

portion of its address space, normally referred as the working set.

For example, most programs which contain loops tend to access instructions

repeatedly from the instruction cache, which shows high temporal locality. Instruc-

tions are normally accessed sequentially, that exhibit of high spatial locality. Also,

accesses to elements of a data array as a record from the data cache in different

iterations of a loop normally tend to have high degree of spatial locality.

A memory hierarchy which consists of multiple levels of memory with different

access time and size is introduced to capture these locality behaviors. The faster

memories are normally more expensive than slower memories. Therefore, it is ad-

vantageous to build memory systems as a hierarchical level, with the fast memory

close to the processor and slower memory at lower levels. When the memory system

is organized as a hierarchy, a level close to the processor is generally called a cache.

1
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The performance of cache memory is critical to memory access time which affects

the overall computer system performance.

The performance goal of adding a cache memory is to achieve an average

memory access time approaching that of cache memory. The average memory access

time is a measure of the time it takes to read a data item from the memory system.

To achieve this goal, the majority of memory references should be satisfied by the

cache, i.e., the cache miss ratio should be close to zero. This is possible because of

the locality-of-reference property of memory reference streams, even though the size

of cache is much smaller than the total size of memory address space of a program.

The average memory access time can be computed based on three parameters:

Average memory access time = Hit Time + Miss ratio x Miss Penalty

1. Hit time : the time to access the cache memory, which includes the time to

determine whether the access is a hit or miss.

2. Miss ratio : the fraction of memory accesses not found in the cache.

3. Miss penalty : the time to access the data from memory when the requested

data is not present in the cache.

To reduce the average memory access time, the hit time, the miss ratio, and the miss

penalty need to be reduced [21]. However, reducing cache hit time while reducing

miss ratio is generally hard to achieve. To reduce miss ratio of the cache memory,

cache memories are normally organized with complexity to present global locaHty of

reference as accurately as possible. The global locality of reference defines that any

data items in cache memory should be more-recently-referenced than the data item

which is not in cache memory. This complexity normally makes the cache access
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time to be increased because of complex hardware logics. The goal of a memory

hierarchy is to reduce the overall memory access time, not just misses.

When a cache miss happens it can be categorized by one of compulsory miss,

capacity miss, and conflict miss. The compulsory misses, capacity misses, and

conflict misses are defined as follows by Hennessey and Paterson [22].

• Compulsory Misses - The first access to a block which is not in the cache,

so the block must be brought into the cache, these are also called cold start

misses or first reference misses.

• Capacity Misses - If the cache cannot contain all the blocks needed during ex-

ecution of a program, capacity misses will occur due to blocks being discarded

and data retrieved.

• Confiict Misses - If the block-placement strategy is set-associative or direct-

mapped, conflict misses (in addition to compulsory and capacity misses) will

occur because a block can be discarded and later retrieved if too many blocks

map to its set. These are also called collision misses.

Restrictions on where a cache line is placed makes several conventional cache orga-

nizations. For each cache organization, the hit time and the miss ratio are different.

If each line has only one place it can be placed in the cache, the cache is said to

be direct-mapped. If a cache line can be placed anywhere in the cache, the cache is

said to be fully associative. If a cache line can be placed in a restricted set of places

in the cache, the cache is said to be set- associative. If there are n lines in a set, the

cache organization is called n-way set-associative.

The direct-mapped cache topology can generally achieve faster cache hit time

than set-associative cache or fully associative cache. This is due to the fact that the

direct-mapped cache is simple and it searches only one location of the cache to find

whether a reference is a hit or not. An advantage of a set-associative cache over the
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direct-mapped cache is that it is much less Ukely to encounter collision situations.

If two frequently referenced objects happen to collide in a direct-mapped cache,

then those two referenced objects replace each other. Those two objects can be

retained in a 2-way set-associative cache design. However, the hit time to access

the set-associative is slower than that of the direct-mapped cache since the set-

associative cache need to compare more than one address tags simultaneously for

each reference.

The fully associative cache design has an advantage over the direct-mapped

and set-associative cache. In fully associative cache, a cache block can be placed

anywhere in the cache. Thus, the fully associative cache can avoid the conflict

misses unlike direct-mapped cache or set-associative cache. However, in order to

implement the fully associative cache, the cache must access all address tags to find

whether it is a hit or miss for each reference. Also, it should maintain proper order

of entries in the cache to replace the least-recently used cache line upon a miss.

These searches and maintaining the order of cache contents need much more time

to access the cache than other cache organizations.

The global Least-Recently-Used(LRU) replacement policy, which is used in

the fully associative cache to replace the least-recently used cache line from cache

memory upon a miss, has generally lower cache miss ratios than any other cache

replacement topologies. The other schemes, such as direct-mapped cache or set-

associative cache are an approximation of the global LRU replacement. The set-

associative cache is partitioned into distinct sets of lines and each set contains a
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small fixed number of lines. Hence, the set-associative cache has several fixed places

to place a new line when a cache miss happens. The LRU replacement scheme is

performed within each set.

Experiments showed that the direct-mapped cache and set-associative cache

can not hold the more-recently used cache lines like global LRU replacement policy.

The rationale is that the more-recently used cache lines are not distributed evenly

throughout the entire cache sets. As a result, many locations of the direct-mapped

cache and set-associative cache include the contents which do not exist in the fully

associative cache. These cache contents, in general, have very little chance to be

referenced before replacement.

In this dissertation research, a new cache organization, which reduces the

miss ratio of cache memory without increasing cache hit time, is introduced and

proposed. This new cache organization is called Group-Associative Cache. The

group-associative cache maintains the fast access of the direct-mapped cache while

reducing its miss ratio. Like the direct-mapped cache and the set-associative cache,

the group-associative cache is also an approximation of the fully associative cache.

However, the group-associative cache can approximate the global LRU replacement

policy more accurately without maintaining precise reference sequences among all

the cache lines.

Furthermore, another way to improve cache performance is Data Prefetching

which reduces the miss penalty by fetching data from a predicted address before
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actual using the data from the processor. In this dissertation research, data prefetch-

ing to the new cache topology, group-associative cache, is introduced and proposed.

The fact that patterns of program execution are largely sequential provides the op-

portunity to predict the addresses which are likely to be accessed in near future.

Data prefetching can hide memory latency because the data prefetching can bring

the data from a lower memory hierarchy before a miss happens. And the transfer

may be overlapped with instruction execution. However, if the location to place the

prefetched data is the place which holds the more-recently used cache line, then the

data prefetching might reduce the performance of the cache memory by replacing

such a recently used line. And this replacement by the prefetched data may replace

the prefetched data without any reference. Since the cache is a very valuable re-

source in the computer system the place to put the prefetched data may affect the

performance of cache memory.

The prefetched cache line may pollute the cache memory if the prefetched

cache line does not have a chance to be referenced before it is replaced from the

cache memory. This pollution may increase the cache miss ratios, even though the

prefetched line might be referenced in the near future. If the cache frame to place

the prefetched cache line is currently occupied by a more-recently used cache line,

then there is the possibility to collide with the current cache line and the prefetched

cache line. This collision replaces each other and reduces the performance of the

cache. This collision pollutes the cache memory. If the prefetched cache line is not

referenced, then the bandwidth used to bring the prefetched cache line is wasted.
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Therefore, the place to put prefetched cache line is one of the important performance

factors for data prefetching.

Processors can be interconnected to form a multiprocessor system which is

composed of the processors and connection mechanism. When the multiprocessor

does not use local memories, the cache does a vital role in reducing the contention

for the shared system bus. Without cache memories, typically the instructions

and data might be accessed by the processor using the system bus all the time.

When each processor has independent cache memory, the same cache line might

exist on two or more processor's cache. If these coexisted cache lines are different

(inconsistent) version of the same cache lines at the same time, this is called cache

coherency problem.

The cache coherence protocol is a protocol of how to solve the cache coherency

problem in the multiprocessor systems. When a cache line is shared, there is true

and false sharing. True sharing is that a processor accesses a value that is written

by a different processor. False sharing is when a line is modified since the last

time it was in the processor's cache, but the processor does not use any of the

newly written values [61]. The false sharing behavior depends on how the memory

reference from multiple processors are interleaved. When a cache line is shared by

several processors, each processor might use a different portion of the cache line. For

false sharing cache lines, the invalidations for every write to the shared cache line

are not necessary. This invalidation causes false sharing miss to other processors

which share the cache line at the same time.
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The Single-Program-Multiple-Data(SPMD) programming model provides syn-

chronization primitives which are used to satisfy the dependency and consistency

of the cache lines. Hence, within each section between synchronizations, the shared

cache line can be partially modified to a different portion of the cache line. And

inconsistent cache lines are needed to be consistent when the line is accessed after

a synchronization primitive. This observation points out that the partially modi-

fied cache line can exist between synchronization primitives. Also, for these partial

modified cache lines, an efiicient way to make consistent state from inconsistent

cache lines is proposed.

In this dissertation research, a new cache coherence model, which is called

deferred cache coherence model is introduced and proposed under Symmetric Multi-

Processor systems(SMP) environment. The new cache coherence model is a hard-

ware based approach to improve the performance of parallel applications.

The deferred cache coherence model adds new states to the existing cache co-

herence protocol to defer the write-invalidation and to allow simultaneous reads/writes

to the diflFerent portion of the same line in multiple caches. An efficient technique is

proposed to reconcile cache lines which are written by several processors. Using this

new cache line states and the reconciliation technique, the deferred cache coherence

protocol allow multiple writes to different portion of the cache line which is shared

among several processors.

When there is a false sharing cache line, the cache line might be invalidated for

each write without actual data sharing. Also, a fine might be transfered between
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caches when there is a read after write (s). The deferred cache coherence protocol

allows reads/writes by several processors for the false shared cache line until the

laziest time to be consistent. Thus, the deferred cache coherence protocol prevent

unnecessary invalidations and transfers under SPMD programming model.

1.2 Performance Evaluation Methods

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed cache schemes, it is

needed to simulate the standard performance benchmark programs using tracing

facilities.

1.2.1 Tracing Facilities

The tracing facilities which are used in this dissertation to simulate the bench-

mark programs for the cache studies are two kinds of simulation tools. For the

uniprocessor model, a tracing tool Shade [56] is used to simulate the performance of

cache memories. The Shade runs on Sun's SPARC/SOLARIS environment. As an

application program runs, an instruction trace record for the executed instruction is

transfered to the target system simulator. Shade controls the appHcation program

execution.

Figure 1.1 shows the shade execution configuration. The target system sim-

ulator receives a trace record from memory reference generator, then the target

system simulator simulates the instruction of the received trace record. Shade, the
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Figure 1.1. A trace-driven simulator Shade

trace-driven simulator, can only trace the uniprocessor programming model and the

target system simulator does not signal to memory reference generator. The target

system simulator only receives trace record and it simulates the record. The mem-

ory reference generator is also called tracer or front end. And the target system

simulator is also called analyzer or hack end.

In the study of multiprocessor memory hierarchy, a program-driven simulator

was used to simulate the performance of proposed cache scheme. Mint ( "Mips inter-

preter") is a multiprocessor program-driven simulator and it controls the scheduling

of processes so that the interleaving of memory reference is the same as it would

be on the simulated machine [59, 60]. The Mint is partitioned into two main parts:

a memory reference generator ("front end"), and a target system simulator ("back

end"). The memory reference generator models the execution of an appUcation pro-

gram on some number of processors. When the front end performs an operation like

a memory read, it sends an event to the back end. The back end analyzes the target
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system using the received event. When the back end completes the simulation on

the event, it signals to the front end, so that some processes can continue. However,

if an event can't be executed from back end, the event must be rescheduled to send

again from front end to back end. To do this, the back end signals to front end to

control the process of the front end. Figure 1.2 shows a general configuration of

program-driven simulation like Mint.

1.2.2 Workloads

Benchmark programs are intended to provide a measure to compare perfor-

mance. Typically, a standardized benchmark is used, so performance can be com-

pared with other models. The Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation(SPEC)-

95 [55] is one of the standardized benchmark programs widely used to simulate a

uniprocessor system model. The SPEC95 products are composed of two suites of

benchmarks with 18 applications. Among these 18 applications there are 8 integer
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intensive programs {Compress, Gcc, Go, Ijpeg, Li, M88ksim, Perl and Vortex), and

10 floating-point intensive programs {Applu, Apsi, Fpppp, Hydro2d, Mgrid, Su2cor,

Swim, Tomcatv, TurbSd a.nd Wave5). Short explanations of the SPEC95 benchmark

programs follows. A commercial workload is also used for simulations.

1. SPEC95 integer benchmark programs (SPECint95)

• 099.Go : Artificial intelligence, plays the game of "Go"

• 124.M88ksim : Moto 88K Chip Simulator, runs test program

• 126.GCC : New Version of GCC, builds SPARC code

• 129.Compress : Compresses and decompresses file in memory

• 130.Li : LISP interpreter

• 132.Ijpeg : Graphic compression and decompression

• 134.Perl : Manipulates strings (anagrams) and prime numbers in Perl

• 147.Vortex : A database program

2. SPEC95 floating point benchmark programs (SPECfp95)

• 101.Tomcatv : A mesh-generation program

• 102.Swim : Shallow water model with 1024 X 1024 grid

• 103.Su2cor : Quantum physics, Monte Calos simulation

• 104.Hydro2d : Astrophysics, Hydro-dynamical Navier Stokes equations

• lOT.Mgrid : Multi-grid solver in 3D potential field

• UO.Applu : ParaboHc/elliptic partial diff"erential equations

• 125.Turb3d : Simulation isotropic, homogeneous turbulence in a cube

• 141.Apsi : Solves problems regarding temperature, wind, velocity, and
distribution of pollutants

• 145.Fpppp : Quantum chemistry

• 146.Wave5 : Plasma physics. Electro magnetic particle simulation

3. Database workload

• With the help of Windsor Hsu at IBM Almaden Research Center, a
simulation ran a workload similar to Transaction Processing Performance
Council's Benchmark C.
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For the multiprocessor simulation, the Stanford ParalleL Application for SHared

(SPLASH)-2 parallel applications are widely used [61]. The SPLASH-2 parallel ap-

plications are to facilitate distributed-address-space multiprocessors. The SPLASH-

2 benchmark suite consists of mixture of complete applications and computational

kernels, which present computations in scientific, engineering, and graphic comput-

ing. Short explanations of the SPLASH-2 parallel benchmark programs follows.

• Barnes : The Barnes application simulates the interaction of a system of

bodies in three dimensions over a number of time-steps.

• Cholesky : The blocked sparse Cholesky factorization kernel factors a sparse

matrix into the product of a lower triangular matrix and its transpose.

• FFT : This is a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. The data set consists of

the n complex data points to be transformed.

• FMM : The FMM application simulates a system of bodies over a number of

time-steps in two dimensions.

• LU : The LU kernel factors a dense matrix into the product of a lower trian-

gular and an upper triangular matrix.

• Ocean : The Ocean application simulates large-scale ocean movements based

on eddy and boundary currents.

• Radix : The integer radix sort algorithm

• Raytrace : This application renders a three-dimensional scene using ray trac-

ing.

• Volrend : This application renders a three-dimensional volume using a ray

casting technique.

• Water : This application evaluates forces and potentials that occur over time
in a system of water molecules.
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1.2.3 Machine Models

For the uniprocessor performance simulation, the separate and identical in-

struction and data Li caches are simulated. The size of the Li cache ranges from 8

to 64 KB with set-associativities of 1, 2, and 4. Fully-associative caches are also con-

sidered. Those on-chip Li caches are backed up by a 512 KB 4-way set-associative

unified level 2 {L2) cache. The line sizes of the Li and L2 caches are 32 bytes and

the LRU replacement policy is used in all the cases. Inclusion property is enforced

between L2 and Li data caches.

For the group-associative cache, the different configurations of group-associative

cache are simulated to see how a configuration of the group-associative cache affects

the performance. In order to compare with other enhanced cache topologies, the

victim cache [29] and the column-associative cache [3] are modeled. For the victim

cache, extra space is used to keep the lines which are victim lines. For the column-

associative cache, the secondary location is determined by flipping the highest order

index bit, the rehash bit is included with each entry of the tag array to guide the

search and replacement.

For multiprocessor performance simulation, the split-transaction snooping cache

based on the MESI and the deferred coherence models are modeled. The snoop-

ing bus consists of a command/address bus (or simply command bus) and a data

bus. The width of the data bus is considered under current technology. The spilt-

transaction snooping bus sends requests to the other processors, after receiving
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acknowledgment the requester finishes its bus transaction. The processors, which

receive requests from snooping bus, do the cache lookup and update.

In view of current technology, it is assumed that the processor cycle is four

times faster than that of the bus cycle and a bus request can be issued in every three

bus cycles. It is assumed that each instruction takes one cycle to execute using a

perfect branch prediction when the instruction is found in Li instruction cache. The

load/store instruction also takes a single cycle if both the instruction and the data

are found in the Li cache. When the instruction or data is not found in Li cache

but found in unified L2 cache, four cycles are charged to bring the instruction or

data to Li cache.

For the command bus request, once a bus request is active, it requires two

cycles for bus arbitration. The command and address is issued right after the bus

is granted. It then takes two cycles for each processor to look-up and update the

cache directory for the snooping bus request. Under these assumptions of processor

and bus transaction models, some cycle-by-cycle program-driven simulation models

are implemented.

1.2.4 Overview of the Dissertation

In presenting the material, this dissertation is composed of five chapters, each

concentrating its contents on a specific area which aff"ects the overall performance
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of the cache memories. The first chapter offers an overview of the issues of cache

memories and the methods of evaluation the proposed designs.

Chapter two offers the group-associative cache design, which can capture the

dynamic memory reference behaviors while maintaining the fast access time of

direct-mapped cache design. The group-associative cache design is a new cache

design and it utihze the cache frames effectively, so the proposed cache design im-

proves the performance of the cache memory.

Chapter three presents the data prefetching, which is a way of reducing cache

miss ratios. It emphasizes data prefetching using group-associative cache design

improving the hit ratio remarkably without extra space for data prefetching.

Chapter four is a study of the cache coherence model. The proposed cache

coherence model, the deferred cache coherence model, improves the execution of

the parallel programs. The deferred cache coherence model reduces the requests to

the system bus too. Finally, the last chapter draws conclusions of the dissertation.



CHAPTER 2

CAPTURING DYNAMIC MEMORY REFERENCE BEHAVIOR WITH
ADAPTIVE CACHE TOPOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

The least-recently used (LRU) replacement policy, which replaces the least-

recently used cache line when the requested line does not exist in the cache, works

very well for memory hierarchy caching schemes because of the locality of refer-

ence. However, for the processor caches where access time and hardware complexity

are major design issues, a global LRU replacement policy across the entire cache

is impractical. Instead, the cache is typically organized into sets of cache lines

within which the LRU replacement policy is used. In this dissertation research, it

is observed that such an organization is a poor approximation of the global LRU

replacement policy because the more-recently-referenced cache lines are not evenly

distributed across all the cache sets. This non-uniform distribution results in the

caching of a significant number of less-recently used lines which are less likely to

be re-referenced before replacement. Such an effect is especially pronounced for

the direct-mapped cache which, because of its fast access time, is often the cache

topology of choice for first level cache [23]. Simulation results using SPEC95 (The

Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation) benchmark suites [55] have shown

17
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that on average about 35 % of direct-mapped cache frames are containing less-

recently used lines during execution. Such lines have less than a 0.7 % chance

to be reused before they are replaced. The ensuing impact on cache hit ratio is

considerable, especially for direct-mapped caches.

In this chapter, an adaptive group-associative cache is described that more

accurately approximates the global LRU replacement policy by using a history table

to keep track of the cache lines that have been referenced recently. When a cache

miss occurs and the line being replaced has been referenced recently, it is moved

into an alternate location within the cache. The alternate location is selected from

among those that have not been accessed in the recent past. A small directory is

used to keep track of the more-recently used lines that have been displaced. In this

design, the possible locations that a line can reside in is not predetermined as is the

case in a set-associative cache. Instead, the cache is dynamically partitioned into

groups of cache lines with the same index bits. Because the total number of groups

and the individual group associativity adapt to the reference pattern, this design of

cache is called the adaptive group-associative cache.

2.2 Statement of Problem

Even though the global LRU replacement policy works extremely well from the

miss ratio point of view, which is one of major factors of cache performance. The

direct-mapped caches tend to be adopted by most of high performance computers
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since the direct-mapped caches are faster, simpler, and easier to design than set-

associative cache or fully associative cache. Also, the direct-mapped cache requires

less space to build. However, the direct-mapped cache tends to have a lower hit ratio

than fully associative cache and set-associative cache with LRU replacement policy

due to conflict misses [23]. In direct-mapped cache, each line has only one location it

can be placed in the cache, so the conflicts happen frequently and the conflict misses

are the most misses among all misses in direct-mapped cache. Also, it is observed

that in direct-mapped cache about 35 % of blocks are not more-recently used blocks

compared to the fully associative cache, which can keep all more-recently used lines

in its cache from the global point of references. Those less-recently used blocks are

hard to be re-referenced before replacement because of the locaUty of reference. In

this proposal, those blocks which contain less-recently used block are called Empty

Blocks or Holes.

2.2.1 Cache Miss Behaviors

When a cache miss occurs, the miss can be categorized as a compulsory, ca-

pacity, or conflict miss. The miss ratio and the relative percentage of these misses

are different for each cache design. When the set-associativity of cache is increased,

the conflict misses tend to be reduced without increasing the size of cache. How-

ever, increasing the set-associativity of the cache tends to increase the hit time of

cache, which is one of the major factors of cache performance. Even though the
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fully associative cache reduces the conflict misses completely, the fully associative

cache becomes very expensive and increases the hit time of the cache. These reasons

make fully associative cache hard to be built [53].

In order to understand the compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses with dif-

ferent cache topology and cache size, various cache topologies are simulated us-

ing SPEC95 benchmark programs. These are direct-mapped cache, 2-way set-

associative cache, 4-way set-associative cache, and fully associative cache. The

LRU replacement policy is adopted to compute capacity misses. The Tables in

the Appendix show that the compulsory, capacity and conflict misses of LI data

and instruction cache for the SPEC95 workloads. The statistics by simulation were

collected from 2 billion instructions after skip 2 billion instructions. Caches were

warmed-up by 25 million instructions.

Table 2.1 and 2.2 show the relative percentage of the compulsory, capacity, and

conflict misses. The cache size is 16 KB data cache. From the Tables, it is observed

that the data reference of the most workloads, Apsi, Fpppp, Gcc, Go, Ijpeg, Li,

M88ksim, Swim, TurbSd, Vortex, and Wave5, have relatively high percentage of

conflict misses. For these workloads, more than 50 % of total misses are defined as

conflict misses when the direct-mapped cache is used. The set-associativity cache

reduce the conflict miss percentage however, the two-way set-associative cache has a

relatively higher percentage of conflict misses. Some workloads, Applu, Compress,

Hydro2d, Mgrid, and Su2cor, have a lower percentage of conflict misses. For these

workloads the capacity misses are the dominant miss type among all the misses.
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Table 2.1. The relative percentage of compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of

SPECint95, 16KB data cache

BENCHMARK ASSOCI-
ATIVITY

COMPULSORY*
MISS (%)

CAPACITY
MISS (%)

CONFLICT
MISS (%)

Compress

D.M. 1.52 84.2 14.3

2-way 1.74 96.2 2.10

4-way 1.75 97.1 1.15

Gcc

D.M. 0.26 46.7 53.1

2-way 0.40 72.1 27.5

4-way 0.48 87.2 12.3

Go
D.M. 0.01 42.6 57.4

2-way 0.02 68.5 31.5

4-way 0.02 87.3 12.6

Ijpeg

D.M. 1.59 45.5 52.9

2-way 3.12 89.3 7.57

4-way 3.16 90.6 6.72

Li

D.M. 0.03 52.8 47.2

2-way 0.05 86.9 13.1

4-way 0.06 97.4 2.58

M88ksim
D.M. 1.29 3.9 94.8

2-way 4.4 13.2 82.5

4-way 9.67 29.2 61.1

Vortex

D.M. 2.0 34.1 63.9

2-way 3.31 56.2 40.5

4-way 4.60 77.8 17.6

* Note due to the skip the initial phase and warm-up caches as well as simulation

2 billion instructions the Compulsory misses may not be very accurate.
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Table 2.2. The relative percentage of compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of

SPECfp95, 16KB data cache

BENCHMARK ASSOCI- COMPULSORY* CAPACITY CONFLICT
ATIVITY MISS (%) MISS (%) MISS (%)
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D.M. 0.20 32.5 67.3

Swim 2-way 0.18 29.4 70.4

4-way 0.17 27.9 72.0

Tomcatv

D.M. 0.36 78.8 20.9

2-way 0.34 72.6 27.1

4-way 0.37 80.8 18.9

Turb3d

D.M. 2.30 31.2 66.5

2-way 2.70 36.9 60.4

4-way 3.81 51.8 44.4

WaveS
D.M. 0.64 49.5 49.9

2-way 0.64 49.3 50.1

4-way 0.64 49.5 49.9

* Note due to the skip the initial phase and warm-up caches as well as simulation
2 billion instructions the Compulsory misses may not be very accurate.
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These workloads have a much bigger working set size, so the working set does not

fit in the cache.

For the instruction stream of the SPECfp95 workloads, the miss ratio to the

instruction cache is less than 1 % except for the workload Fpppp. Thus the in-

struction stream of the SPECfp95 workloads does not affect the performance of the

workload execution. For the workload Fpppp, the instruction stream shows that

the capacity miss is the highest percentage of misses.

For the instruction stream reference of the workload SPECint95, the instruc-

tion cache results show that the workloads, Gcc, Go, Li, M88ksim, Perl, and Vortex,

have relatively high conflict misses. Two workloads, Compress, and Ijpeg, have very

little instruction cache misses, so the instruction stream does not affect the execu-

tion of the programs. The negative numbers on "Conflict misses" field show that

the miss ratio of the fully associative cache is larger than that of the miss ratio of

corresponding cache configuration. For these cases, the "Capacity misses" is the

major miss and the conflict miss is very small compared to "Capacity misses" . The

detail numbers can be found in Appendix A and B.

2.2.2 Underutilized Cache Frames

The performance of a cache is determined both by the fraction of memory

requests it can satisfy and the speed at which it can satisfy them. The simple

direct-mapped cache provides a fast access time but tends to have a low hit ratio
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due to conflict misses [23]. In a direct-mapped cache, a line can only be located at

a fixed location within the cache. This restrictive line placement means that lines

that have been assigned the same cache location have to replace one another, even

though those lines have been referenced very recently. In other words, the direct-

mapped cache is unable to always retain the set of more-recently used lines. This

inability to retain all the more-recently used lines can be quantified by mapping the

contents of a fully associative LRU-replacement cache to a direct-mapped cache.

As shown in Figure 2.1, the proper index bits from each line in the fully associative

cache determine the corresponding location in the direct-mapped cache. In a typical

case, the more-recently used lines are not evenly distributed across all the sets in

the direct-mapped cache or set-associativity cache. For instance, several lines {a, b,

c, and d) cannot fit into the direct-mapped cache. As a result, the direct-mapped

cache contains a number of empty blocks or holes. In real operation, these holes

will be filled with other less-recently used lines which have less chance of being

re-referenced before replacement.

Figure 2.2 thru Figure 2.4 plot the average percentage of holes that exist in vari-

ous cache configurations. The workloads of this experiment are the Gcc, Vortex, and

Turb3d of SPEC95 benchmark programs [55]. The Gcc and Vortex are workloads

of SPECint95. The workload Gcc is a compilation application and the workload

Vortex is a database application. The workload Turb3d belongs to SPECfp95, and

it is a simulation application, which simulates turbulence in a cubic area. The re-

sults show that a very significant amount of holes exist in both the instruction and
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Fully Associative Cache
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I

Direct-Mapped Cache

b c

d

Figure 2.1. Mapping a fully associative cache to a direct-mapped cache.

data caches. For the direct-mapped data caches, between 29.6 % and 40.3 % of the

cache are holes. The corresponding ranges for the 2-way and 4-way set associative

caches are about 14.2 - 26 % and 8.6 - 20 % respectively. Compared with the data

caches, 31.6 - 35.6 % of the direct-mapped instruction caches are holes. The cor-

responding numbers for the 2-way and 4-way set associative instruction caches are

about 23.3 - 25.9 % and 15.4 - 17.8 % respectively. The percentage of holes in the

data caches increase a little with larger cache sizes except the workload Gcc, while

the percentage of holes in the instruction caches seems to be insensitive to cache

size. For the workload Turb3d, since the instruction cache miss ratio is almost zero,

the percentage of the holes in the instruction cache are not plotted. Even though

the percentage of holes is more than 30 % of the direct-mapped cache, the hit per-

centage to these holes is mostly less than 0.7 %. Table 2.3 shows the percentage of

hole

hole

hole
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Figure 2.2. Percentage of holes for Gcc of SPECint95 benchmarks.

hit to the holes for Gcc, Vortex and TurbSd for the first level direct-mapped data

cache.

Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 show the percentage of holes for the rest of the

workloads except Gcc, Vortex, and TurbSd. For Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 the cache

size is 16 KB data cache. From the figures, when the cache scheme is direct-mapped

cache, all the workloads have a large percentage of the holes. From this experiment,

it is observed that 25 % to 60 % of cache frames are defined as holes. For the

two-way set-associative cache, about 25.2 % of cache frames are defined as holes,

and this number is about 18.1 % for the four-way set-associative cache average.

In SPEC95 workloads, the Ijpeg and Applu have a lower percentage of the

holes for all the data cache sizes than that of the other workloads. For the workloads

in SPECfp95, Su2cor has the highest percentage of the holes especially when the
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Table 2.3. Hit ratio to the holes (Li data cache, direct-mapped)

WORKLOAD CACHE SIZE % OF HOLES HIT RATIO

Gcc 8KB 31.6 % 0.65 %
16KB 31.8 % 0.39 %
32KB 30.7 % 0.12 %
64KB 29.5 % 0.16 %

Vortex 8KB 34.5 % 0.19 %
16KB 35.3 % 0.07 %
32KB 35.6 % 0.09 %
64KB 35.5 % 0.03 %

Turb3d 8KB 33.6 % 0.044 %
16KB 35.8 % 0.154 %
32KB 37.2 % 0.483 %
64KB 40.3 % 0.005 %

direct-mapped cache configuration is used. For the workload, Perl, when the cache

is 16 KB fully associative cache the miss ratio is zero, so the percentage of the holes

can not be calculated.

As discussed above, the existence of such holes have a considerable impact

on the cache miss ratio. In addition, it limits the performance impact of hit ratio

improvement techniques such as the column-associative cache and the victim cache.

The column-associative cache is a direct-mapped cache in which each set has an

alternate backup set that is accessed through a secondary hash function [3]. When

a memory request misses in the primary set, the column associative cache is accessed

again with the secondary hash function. A rehash bit is included with each tag entry

to indicate whether the line is to be accessed through the secondary hash function.

In essence, the column-associative cache is effectively a 2-way set associative cache
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which still contains a significant number of holes. The victim cache is a separate

fully associative buffer that holds the recent victims of replacement, i.e., the lines

that have been recently evicted from the direct-mapped cache [29]. In this approach,

the less-recently used lines that are evicted from the direct-mapped cache will fill

the victim cache, thereby polluting the victim cache and reducing its effectiveness.

Moreover, a large number of holes remain in the direct-mapped cache.

2.3 Adaptive Group-Associative Caches

The basic idea behind the adaptive group-associative cache is to maintain the

fast access time of the direct-mapped cache while improving its hit ratio by using

the existing holes to store the lines that have been recently referenced. There are

thus three parts to this scheme. The first is to dynamically identify the holes. The
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second is to determine whether a line should be evicted from the cache or placed

into a hole upon replacement. The third is to locate the out-of-position lines, i.e.,

the lines that have been displaced from their direct-mapped locations, into holes.

If the majority of holes are correctly identified and filled with more-recently used

lines, the group-associative cache can achieve a hit ratio approaching that of a fully

associative cache.

A straightforward approach to implementing the group-associative cache is

to maintain two small directories. One directory, the Set-reference History Table

(SHT), tracks the sets that have been referenced recently. The other directory, the

Out-of-position Directory or OUT directory for short, records the tags and locations

of the lines that have been recently displaced from their direct-mapped positions.

When a miss occurs in a set that is tracked by the SHT, the line to be replaced
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is not evicted from the cache but is instead moved to another location within the

cache. The rationale for this is that the replaced line must have been referenced

recently for its set to be recorded in the SHT. In order for this displaced line to

be located, its tag and new location or set-id is entered into the OUT directory.

When a line is neither recorded in the SHT nor the OUT directory, it is said to be

disposable. Disposable lines are the candidates for eviction when a miss occurs.

In a group-associative cache, the lines with identical direct-mapped index bits

belong to a congruence group. The total number of groups and the number of lines

within each group adapt dynamically to the reference pattern. This is in contrast to

conventional cache organizations where the number of sets and the set-associativity

are fixed. For instance, if the reference pattern is such that different Hnes within

the same set are continually accessed, all the out-of-position lines may belong to the

same congruence group. When there is more than one line in a congruence group,

all but one must be located out of the direct-mapped location. The line in the

direct-mapped position is located through the cache tag array, as is the case in the

column-associative cache, a fast access time can be achieved in this case. The out-

of-position lines are located through the OUT directory which is searched in parallel

with the cache tag array. Besides determining hit or miss, the OUT directory also

provides the location of the out-of-position hues. On a hit to an out-of-position

line, the data array is accessed again with the correct set-id obtained from the OUT

directory.
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The size and topology of the SHT and the OUT directory are flexible and can

be designed based on the overall performance as well as the area cost. The detailed

operations of the adaptive group-associative cache and its performance impact will

be discussed next.

2.3.1 An Example Design

Figure 2.7 shows the block diagram of a straightforward implementation of

the adaptive group-associative cache. The SHT tracks the sets that have been

referenced recently. Since each set contains a single line in a direct-mapped cache,

the SHT remembers the set of more-recently used lines that are located in their

direct-mapped positions. The OUT directory contains the address tag and the set-

id of the Unes that have been recently displaced from their direct-mapped locations.

In other words, the SHT and the OUT directory together define the set of lines

that are not disposable, i.e., the set of lines that have been referenced recently and

therefore should not be evicted. By design, a line cannot be recorded in both the

SHT and the OUT directory at the same time. To simplify cache management,

a disposable or d bit is attached to each entry in the cache tag array to indicate

whether the line should be evicted when it is replaced.

For the group-associative cache, there are three kinds of situations below. In

these situations, the group-associative cache maintains SHT and OUT directory
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Figure 2.7. An Adaptive Group-Associative Cache.
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correctly, and the most-recently used (MRU) line of each congruence group will be

in direct-mapped location.

Hit in Direct-Mapped Location. When a memory request occurs, the cache tag

array and the OUT directory are searched in parallel. If there is a match in the

cache tag array, the data is accessed as in a regular direct-mapped cache. The SHT

is always updated after a reference to reflect the most-recently used line.

Hit in Qut-Of-Position Lines. If the line is found through the OUT directory,

the data is accessed using the set-id fetched from the OUT directory. In this case,

the requested line is swapped with the hne located in the direct-mapped location so

as to increase the hits to the direct-mapped position. The OUT directory is updated

to record the new out-of-position line. Note that unlike the fully associative cache

in which all the index bits are part of the address tag, none of the index bits is

included in the tag array in the group-associative cache. To prevent misidentifying

a direct-mapped hit to an out-of-position line, it is sufficient to invalidate the cache

tags corresponding to the locations that contain out-of-position lines.

Cache Miss. There are two cases to consider when the requested line is not

located anywhere in the cache. The first case happens when the line to be replaced

in the direct-mapped location is disposable as indicated by the d bit. In this case,

the line is simply evicted from the cache. The second case occurs when the line in

the direct-mapped location is not disposable. In this case, a hole has to be identified

to hold this line. The primary candidate is the least-recently used (LRU) line in the

OUT directory because the newly displaced line has to be entered into the OUT
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directory if it is not already there. When the OUT directory has empty slots, a

nearby disposable line is selected for eviction. Such a selection can be implemented

by searching a word of nearby d bits with a leading 1 detector. When this fails to

find a disposable line, the LRU valid entry in the OUT directory can be used as the

backup candidate.

In order to avoid extraneous searching of the SHT and the OUT directory

when a cache miss occurs, the d bits have to be accurately maintained. The d bit

corresponding to a line is set when the line is dropped from the SHT or the OUT

directory. It is reset when the line enters either directory.

2.3.2 Performance Impact

The group-associative cache has an unique combination of features that enables

it to more effectively use the available cache reducing miss ratios. First of all, the

lines recorded in both the SHT and the OUT directory have been referenced recently

and therefore should not be evicted when a cache miss occurs. In other words, the

SHT and the OUT directory help to more accurately maintain the global LRU

information, thus improving the overall hit ratio.

Secondly, when a miss occurs, the line to be replaced in the direct-mapped

location may be moved to another location in the cache instead of being evicted.

This is similar to the victim cache approach where the replaced line or victim is

always moved to the victim cache. However, unlike the victim cache which requires
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a separate physical cache to hold the victims, the group-associative cache is able

to effectively use the large number of holes present in the direct-mapped cache to

hold the replaced lines or victims. In a group-associative cache, only a separate

directory is needed to record the tags and the locations of the out-of-position lines.

Therefore, a much bigger "embedded victim cache" can be built at the less cost

than the original victim cache. Because the group-associative cache doesn't have

the space to store data like the victim cache the group-associative cache use its

underutilized frames which are identified during program execution. Moreover, the

SHT and the OUT directory have a filtering effect, allowing only the more-recently

used lines to enter the embedded victim cache. This selective bypassing technique

helps to reduce pollution in the embedded victim cache. As far as cache pollution

is concerned, the group-associative cache is superior to the fully associative cache

in that a line with poor locality will be evicted relatively quickly.

Thirdly, by recording the tag and location of the out-of-position lines in the

OUT directory, the group-associative cache allows these lines to be placed any-

where within the cache, and not just in a fixed alternate location as is the case

in the column-associative approach. This allows the out-of-position lines to share

a common pool of potential holes, thus enabling a more efficient utilization of the

cache than a static partitioning scheme. In addition, by dynamically allocating the

holes in response to the reference pattern, the group-associative cache is able to

minimize any adverse impact on the hit ratio of the direct-mapped locations.
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Figure 2.8. Accessing a Group-Associative Cache.

Finally, the ability to dynamically adjust the number of groups and the group

associativity enables the group-associative cache to approach a fully associative

cache in terms of miss ratio. For instance, in contrast to the column-associative

cache which limits each set to only two lines, the group-associative cache can have

groups containing anywhere from 0 to s+1 lines, where s is the size of the OUT

directory. This adaptive group size enables the group-associative cache to better

capture program locality. For instance, suppose that three consecutive memory

references Ai, B^,d are mapped to the same cache set i. After the three references,

only d will remain in a direct-mapped cache. In a column-associative cache, Q will

be kept in the primary location and B^, in the alternate location. In comparison,

all three most-recently used lines will remain in the group-associative cache, as

illustrated in Figure 2.8. In the figure, sets j and k have been identified as potential

holes and are used to hold Ai and Bi respectively.
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2.4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the methodology used to evaluate the performance impact of

the group-associative cache is discussed. The evaluation is based on trace-driven

simulations of workloads from both the commercial and engineering environments.

Two basic metrics, miss ratio and average memory access time, are considered.

Conventional and other recently proposed cache organizations are evaluated and

compared against the group-associative cache.

2.4.1 Simulation Model

Separate and identical instruction and data Li caches are simulated. The size

of the Li cache ranges from 8 to 64 KB with set-associativities of 1, 2, and 4. Fully-

associative caches are also considered. Those on-chip Li caches are backed up by

a 512 KB 4-way set-associative unified level 2 (L2) cache. The line sizes of the Li

and L2 caches are 32 bytes and the LRU replacement policy is used in all the cases.

Inclusion property is enforced between the L2 and Li data caches. It is assumed

that an aggressive memory system where both the memory and the L2 cache return

the critical word first and the remaining words in time for any subsequent access.

For the group-associative cache, the number of entries in the SHT and the

OUT directory are varied from one-eighth to one-half the number of Li cache lines,

(i.e., 64 to 256 lines for 16 KB cache) and from one-sixteenth to three-eighth the

number of Lj cache lines(i.e., 32 to 192 lines for 16 KB cache) respectively. In
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addition, the number of sets for both the SHT and the OUT directory is varied

from 1 to 8. Note that when the requested line is found in the OUT directory, it

has to be swapped with the line located in the direct-mapped location. To simplify

this swap, the number of sets in the OUT directory must not exceed that in the

SHT. In simulations, it is assumed that an equal number of sets in both directories

and an identical design for both the instruction and data Li caches so as to confine

the total design space. The replacement policies for both SHT and OUT directory,

true LRU and partitioned LRU schemes are also compared to know how replacement

policy affects to the group-associative cache.

In addition, two other recently proposed schemes for improving the miss ra-

tio of the direct-mapped cache are evaluated—the victim cache and the column-

associative cache. The fully associative victim caches of one-sixteenth cache size up

to 128 lines is simulated. For the column-associative cache, the secondary location

is determined by flipping the highest-order index bit. As described in [3], the rehash

bit is included with each entry of the tag array to guide the search and replacement.

In order to compute the average memory access time, the cache miss penal-

ties at various cache levels are needed. It is estimated that these penalties using

some simplifying assumptions and the general trend of current microprocessors. It

is assumed that a hit in a conventional direct-mapped Li cache requires a single

cycle. If the memory request hits in the L2 cache, it takes 8 cycles to satisfy the

request. When the request misses both the Lj and L2 caches, the total access delay
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is 50 cycles. For set-associative caches, it is further assumed that the cycle time is

lengthened by 10-20 % [30] and adjust the miss penalties accordingly.

For the victim, column-associative and group-associative caches, an extra delay

is encountered when the requested data is present in an alternative location. Because

of the need to swap lines in these designs and the fact that the processor pipeline is

increasingly complex and difficult to turn around, it is assumed that the extra delay

is 2 cycles because the bank conflict cause delays the alternative location access and

swapping operation. Note that the search of the alternative locations does not add

additional delay to the Li cache miss penalty because the Li cache miss can be

triggered once the requested line is not present in the primary location. In other

words, the delay of searching the alternative locations can be overlapped with the

Li cache miss penalty.

2.4.2 Workloads and Traces

In order to evaluate the proposed technique with a wide variety of realistic

applications, both the commercial and engineering workloads were used. For the

engineering environments, 18 applications from the SPEC95 benchmark suite [55]

were used.

For the commercial environment, with the help from Windsor Hsu at IBM

Almaden Research Center a workload similar to the Transaction Processing Perfor-

mance Council's Benchmark C (TPC-C-like) [58] was simulated. The TPC-C-like
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SPECint95 Benchmark

Figure 2.9. Li data cache miss ratio for SPECint95.

benchmark is an industry standard benchmark for measuring the performance of

on-hne transaction processing systems.

Sun's Shade tool [56] in a SPARC/SOLARIS environment to trace these SPEC95

applications was used. The standard SPEC95 input files were used. In order to avoid

the initialization phase and capture the essential characteristics of these applica-

tions, the first 2 billion instructions were skipped. And the statistics by simulation

were collected from another 2 billion instructions after the caches are warmed-up

by 25 million instructions.
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Figure 2.10. Li instruction cache miss ratio for SPECint95.

SPECfp95 Benchmarl

Figure 2.11. Li data cache miss ratio for SPECfp95 (The miss ratios of the right
figure are much higher that the miss ratios of left figure).
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2.4.3 Conventional Li Miss Ratios

Figure 2.9 thru Figure 2.12 summarize the data and instruction Li cache miss

ratios for both integer applications and floating-point applications from the SPEC95

benchmark suite. Several interesting observations can be made from the figures.

First, from the SPECint95 (integer programs in SPEC95 workloads) benchmark

programs, some of benchmark programs. Compress, Gcc, Go, Ijpeg, Li, and Vortex,

have improvement of data cache miss ratio linearly with fully associative cache all

the way to 64 KB. It is suggesting that these applications suffer considerable capacity

misses. And most of the SPECint95 benchmark programs have conflict misses of

data cache except, Compress and Perl. Compress results show no conflict misses

when set-associativity is larger than 2-way set-associativity. Perl results show that
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no conflict misses when the cache size is larger than 16 KB. In instruction cache,

the SPECint95 programs have capacity misses and conflict misses except, Compress,

Ijpeg, and Perl. The results of Li show that it does not have capacity misses but

conflict misses. The results of data cache for the SPECfp95 benchmark programs

show that some workloads have very significant conflict misses. Those workloads

are Apsi, TurbSd, Swim, Tomcatv, and WaveS. For example, for the workload

Swim, the miss ratio of fully associative cache is 9.6 % but the miss ratio of 2-

way set-associative cache is about 69 %. However, the SPECfp95 (floating point

programs in SPEC95 workloads) benchmark programs have very little instruction

miss ratios. The simulation result of the Fpppp shows that the cache with a lower set

associativity performs better than the cache with a higher set associativity when the

cache size is 8 KB and 16 KB. This is due to the fact that Fpppp's working set cannot

flt within smaller caches and Fpppp's instruction references are unevenly distributed

across the cache sets. In the direct-mapped cache and 2-way set associative cache

design have an edge over the fully associative cache by limiting the eff'ects of cache

pollution to a few sets. Most of misses are eliminated at 64 KB.

Second, the data cache of the fully associative configuration performs better

than other cache configuration in all SPECint95 programs. And this kind of per-

formance means that the data references are somewhat evenly distributed across

the entire cache sets. These behaviors are also applied to data references of the

most of the programs in SPECfp95. However, some of the SPECfp95 programs,

which are Hydro2d, Swim, Tomcatv, and WaveS, have diflFerent reference patterns
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compared to those of SPECint95 integer programs, and some of SPEC95 floating

point programs. For Hydro2d, 2-way set associative cache design performs better

than 4-way set associative cache and fully associative cache when the size of cache

is 8 KB and 4-way set associative cache performs better than fully associative cache

when the size of cache is 16 KB data cache. For Swim, direct-mapped cache design

performs better than 2-way set associative cache when the size of cache is 8 KB

and 16 KB. For Toracatv, 4-way set associative cache design performs better than

fully associative cache design when the cache size is 32 KB. And for Wave5, 4-way

set associative cache design performs better than the fully associative cache design

when the cache size is 64 KB. These are due to the fact that the data references of

Hydro2d, Swim, Tomcatv and Wave5 behave in a round robin fashion which access

small number of sets more frequently than other sets, it makes the smaller set asso-

ciativity cache design performs better than larger set associative cache design. Also

a small number of congruence group accesses make fully associative cache clear out

all the way to LRU lines.

2.4.4 The Configuration of SHT and OUT directorv

The performance of group-associative cache depends on how the majority of the

more-recently used lines are dynamically captured using SHT and OUT directories

of group-associative cache topology. Therefore, the size of SHT and OUT directory

should be one of the important factors of performance of group-associative cache.
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If the SHT and the OUT directory occupy a large amount of space, then the group-

associative cache might be impractical. However, if the size of the directories is

not enough to capture dynamic reference patterns of locality, then the miss ratio of

group-associative cache will not be improved from direct-mapped cache. The goal

of group-associative cache is keeping the more-recently used lines in its holes, so it

can utilize the cache frames as much as possible.

The instruction and data Li group-associative cache miss ratios for Gcc of

SPECint95 workload with 8 KB and 32 KB group associative caches are shown in

Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14.

In general, the group-associative caches with reasonably large SHT and OUT

directory are able to achieve miss ratios that are consistently better than those

of the conventional 4-way set-associative caches. For the instruction cache, the

miss ratios are better than those of the conventional fully associative cache when

the instruction cache size is 8 KB. The results suggest that the group-associative

cache can indeed retain a majority of the more-recently used lines. Originally, it is

expected that the group-associative cache would approaching the fully associative

cache. And this expectation held true for the 8 KB and 32 KB data cache. However,

for the instruction cache, the group-associative cache shows the filtering effect to

the instruction reference streams. The filtering effect means that the cache lines

in group-associative cache can be replaced faster than those of the fully associative

cache. For the instruction stream, the cache lines may not be needed for a long time
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Figure 2.13. Data miss ratio with various SHT/OUT topologies(Gcc in SPECint95).

period. However, the fully associative cache keeps the lines through all the cache

frames.

Notice, from the figures, that the size and topology of the SHT and OUT

directory play an important role in determining the performance of the group-

associative cache. First, increasing the number of SHT entries beyond three-eighth

the number of cache lines hardly improves the miss ratio. However, small SHTs

with entries to track only one-eighth the number of cache lines do not perform well.

In this case, increasing the size of the OUT directory may even hurt the miss ratio.

This is because the SHT is responsible for identifying the more-recently used lines

that should be moved into the OUT directory. When the SHT is small compared to

the OUT directory, it is identifying too small number of more recently used lines.

As a result, some lines that have not been referenced for a while will remain in the
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OUT directory. A balance between the ability to store more-recently used lines and

the ability to identify them is desirable.

Second, increasing the number of entries in the OUT directory usually improves

the miss ratio. However, the improvement starts to diminish when more than one-

quarter of the locations are allocated to the out-of-position lines. This is due to the

fact that although increasing the number of OUT directory entries does improve the

hit ratio to the out-of-position lines, it also hurts the hit ratio to the direct-mapped

locations.

Third, increasing the number of sets in the SHT and OUT directory from 1 to

8 has limited effect on performance for the workload Gcc. Intuitively, it is expected

that a fully associative design (i.e., set=l) outperforms the set-associative design

slightly. The difference should be small because the SHT and OUT directory only
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helps to identify the lines that should be kept in the cache. They do not directly

determine the lines that should be evicted. Therefore, even though the SHT and

OUT directory become a little less accurate when they are organized into more sets,

any adverse impact on the overall miss ratio should be limited.

However, notice that when the SHT is small and the OUT directory is large,

and the SHT and OUT directory are organized into more sets the miss ratio actually

improves. This behavior is especially pronounced with the smaller caches. A deeper

analysis reveals that this unexpected behavior is a consequence of the algorithm for

filling the OUT directory. Recall that the algorithm always tries to keep the OUT

directory full. In other words, it always tries to hoard cache locations for storing

the out-of-position lines. Depending on the reference pattern, such an aggressive

policy may adversely affect the hit ratio to the direct-mapped locations. When

the number of sets is increased, the hoarding phenomenon is effectively reduced

because the OUT directory has more sets each of which has to be separately filled.

As a result, the hit ratio to the direct-mapped positions increases without adversely

affecting the hit ratio to the out-of-position lines. In short, the set-associative OUT

directory is better able to adapt and adjust to the the number of locations actually

needed for the out-of-position lines.
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2.4.5 Improvement of Holes

The experiments about underutilized cache frames or holes, defined that more

than 30 % of total cache frames are holes in direct-mapped cache in various cache

sizes. If the group-associative cache can capture the dynamic reference of locality,

the group-associative cache may reduce the percentage of the holes. This reduction

of the holes indicates that the group-associative cache can indeed retain the majority

of the more-recently used cache lines.

Figure 2.15 shows the improvement of the holes in different sizes of caches.

To do this experimental simulation for the holes in group-associative cache, the

SHT is three-eighth the number of Li cache lines (i.e., 192 lines for 16 KB cache),

and for the OUT directory one-fourth the number of the cache lines (i.e., 128 lines

for 16 KB cache). Note that the SHT only needs to keep track of the set-ids.

This configuration is considered after investigating the miss ratios and the size of

directories.

The group-associative cache can reduce the holes from 33.1 % to 15.3 % for the

direct-mapped 8 KB instruction cache and for the data cache the holes are reduced

from 31.6 % to 16.2 %. This hole reduction is better than 4-way set-associative

instruction cache. Note that the percentage of the holes in 4-way set-associative

instruction cache is 16.1 % and 15.2 % for the data cache. When the cache size

is 16 KB, the holes are reduced from 33.5 % to 13.5 % for the instruction cache,

and for the data cache the holes are reduced from 31.8 % to 15.5 %. The 32 and
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64 KB group-associative cache also reduced the holes remarkably. For the 32 KB

instruction cache, the holes are reduced from 32.7 % to 12.1 % and the data cache

reduces the holes from 30.7 % to 14.9 %. The numbers for 64 KB instruction cache

dropped from 33.9 % to 13.4 % and the data cache reduces the holes from 29.5 % to

14.7 %. Figure 2.16 and 2.17 show the hole reduction for the SPECint95 workloads

and SFECfp95 workloads. The cache size for these simulations was 16 KB data

cache. From those figures, the group-associative cache can reduce the percentage of

holes effectively. These results show that the group-associative cache can retain the

more recently used cache lines in its cache. In general, the holes in group-associative

cache is less than that of 2-way set-associative cache and about the same or less

than that of 4-way set-associative cache.
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2.4.6 Comparison with Other Cache Organizations

In this section, it has compared the performance of the group-associative cache

to that of other cache organizations. Based on the results shown in Figure 2.13 and

Figure 2.14, two SHT sizes — | and | considered. When the number of entries in

the SHT is two-eighth the number of cache lines, the OUT size is ^ and ^. When

the SHT size is |, the number of entries in the OUT directory is four-sixteenth and

five-sixteenth the number of cache lines. After investigating configurations of the

SHT and OUT directory, SHT and OUT directory are designed with 8 sets. For

group-associative cache, (a, b) represents that a is the ratio of SHT directory to the

cache sets and b represents the ratio of OUT directory to the cache size.

Observe in Figure 2.18 that the selected group-associative caches almost always

achieves a lower miss ratio than the victim and column-associative caches. For

instance, for the 16 KB data caches, the miss ratios for the 32-line victim cache

and the column-associative cache are about 26 % and 36 % higher than that of the

(f'li) g^oup associative cache for the workload Gcc in SPECint95. For the 16 KB

instruction cache, the numbers are 33 % and 29 % respectively.

Among the enhanced caches, group-associative cache (|,^) has the lowest miss

ratio followed by group-associative cache
(f,:^). The column associative cache, on

the other hand, only achieved a miss ratio that was close to that of the 2-way set-

associative cache. Figure 2.19 and 2.20 show the miss ratios of 16 KB data cache

for the rest of SPEC95 workloads. The figures show the group-associative cache
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can achieve a lower miss ratio than the miss ratios of victim cache and column-

associative cache.

There are two fundamental reasons as to why the group-associative cache is

able to achieve a better overall miss ratio. First, the group-associative cache has

the ability to capture extra hits to the out-of-position lines. Second, it is able to do

this with minimal adverse impact on the hit ratio of the direct-mapped locations.

This is illustrated in Figure 2.21 in which the hit ratio to the direct-mapped and

the alternative locations for the victim, column- and group-associative caches are

plotted. As expected, the hit ratio to the direct-mapped locations remain unchanged

for the victim cache. This hit ratio is reduced for both the column- and group-

associative caches. However, due to the flexible locations for the out-of-position
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lines and the adaptive sharing of these locations, the reduction in hit ratios to the

direct-mapped locations is very minimal for group-associative caches.

Furthermore, notice that the hit ratio of the alternative locations is noticeably

higher for the group-associative cache. For the 32 KB caches and same workload, the

hit ratios of the out-of-position lines are 1.28 % and 1.42 % for the ^) and
^ 8 ' 16 ' ^ 8 ' 16

'

group-associative caches. The hit ratio of the alternative locations in the column-

associative cache is 1.06 % while the hit ratio of the victim cache with 64 lines is

0.72 %. In comparison with the victim cache, the higher hit ratio of the group-

associative cache comes from the efficient utilization of holes to build the bigger

embedded victim cache plus the ability to selectively bypass this embedded victim

cache. When compared to the column-associative cache, the group-associative cache
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prevails because of its ability to dynamically adjust the number of groups and the

group associativity.

In addition to the overall hit/miss ratios, the different delays in accessing the

direct-mapped and the alternative locations should also be considered in evaluating

the performance of the various cache organizations. The average memory access

time is used as the performance metric. Recall that in the simulation model, it

is assumed that a hit to an alternative location in the victim column- and group-

associative caches takes 3 cycles. This is because given extra buffer for the cache,

the swap doesn't need to involve the processor which does other work while the

cache becomes available again and, if this is the case half of the time, then the

time wasted by a swap is one cycle [3]. It is assumed that the set-associative design

lengthens the cycle time by 10-20 %.

Figure 2.22 summarizes the average memory access time for the various cache

organizations in terms of the number of cycles for the workload, Gcc. Note that

the set-associative results are normalized to the direct-mapped cycle time. Due

to the longer cycle time with the set-associative caches, the conventional caches

in general do not perform as well as the other cache organizations. The group-

associative caches generally have the shortest average memory access time. For

instance, for the 16 KB data cache, the best average memory access time for the

group-associative, victim, and column-associative caches are 1.29, 1.33, and 1.35

respectively for the workload Gcc. The numbers are 1.22, 1.26, and 1.27 for the

16 KB instruction cache. Figure 2.23 and 2.24 show the average memory access
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time for the rest of SPEC95 workloads. The cache size is 16 KB data cache. Prom

the figures, in general, the group-associative cache can achieve the fastest memory

access time.

Table 2.4. Extra space calculation (16KB Li cache)

TOTAL BIT SHT OUT d-BIT TAG DATA
Group. 6.5K 6 X 192 38 X 128 1 X 512 0 0
Victim. 9.3K 0 0 0 35 X 32 256 X 32
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The group-associative cache requires additional chip area to implement the

SHT, the OUT directory, and the disposable bit. Consider the 16 KB (|,^) group-

associative cache with 8 sets and a 40-bit physical address space, the extra space

needed is about 6.5 Kilo-bits (Kb). Without accounting for the peripheral logic,

the additional area required is about 4.3 % of that taken up by the cache. For the

victim cache, it requires about 6.25 % of that taken up by the cache. Table 2.4

shows the calculation.

2.4.7 Partitioned LRU replacement of SHT and OUT-directorv

It has been compared between true LRU replacement policy with a simpler

partitioned LRU (PLRU) replacement scheme [54]. The PLRU scheme is a simpler
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mechanism to implement LRU replacement algorithm. The Partitioned LRU(PLRU)

scheme uses bits to distinguish MRU and LRU side from the entry lists. Thus, PLRU

scheme need n-1 bits to build PLRU replacement algorithm for n entries.

Figure 2.25 and Figure 2.26 show the results of the comparison between true

LRU and PLRU scheme for the group-associative cache. Prom the result, it is shown

that the difference between two replacement scheme does not affect the miss ratio of

the group-associative cache much. This is because the SHT and OUT directory only

help to distinguish the lines that should be kept in the cache. They do not directly

determine the lines that should be evicted. Therefore, even though the SHT and

OUT directory become a little less accurate when they are organized into PLRU

replacement scheme, the adverse impact on the overall miss ratio is Umited. Some

of the workloads, Li, M88ksim, and Perl, show that the PLRU scheme does the

hit ratio to the direct-mapped cache lower and increase the hits on the alternative

locations. This is because that the lower accuracy of the replacement scheme makes

the lines of the direct-mapped location replace quickly and stay in the alternative

location. Thus, the total hit ratio to the primary cache is not affected but the hit

on the direct-mapped location is decreased.

From the result, despite integer programs and floating point programs, the

miss ratio difference between true LRU and PLRU scheme is less than 0.1 %.
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2.4.8 Performance with Embedded Victim Cache

Figure 2.27 shows the miss ratio comparison between the victim cache and the

embedded victim cache which is built on the group-associative cache. To see the

performance of the embedded victim cache, the group-associative cache which, has

only OUT-directory to hold the more recently used cache lines, is simulated. The

replaced cache lines from its direct-mapped location is placed to the LRU entry

of the OUT-directory. Thus, the OUT-directory can hold the recently replaced

victim cache lines in the primary cache. When the OUT-directory has empty slots,

a nearby location is selected for eviction like the group-associative cache.

From the figure, the embedded victim cache with four-sixteenth the number of

Li cache lines OUT-directory has the lower miss ratio than that of the victim cache.
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Figure 2.27. Miss ratio comparison between victim cache and embedded victim

cache(Gcc of SPECint95).

When the embedded victim cache size is bigger the hit ratio on the direct-mapped

location is reduced while the hit on the alternative location is increased. When the

cache size is 16 KB, the hit ratio for the embedded victim cache is 97.2 % with

one-fourth the number of Li cache lines OUT-directory. The victim cache with

one-sixteenth the number of Li cache lines victim cache has 96.8 %. Note that the

embedded victim cache needs less space than the victim cache since the embedded

victim cache stores only the tags and set-ids on its OUT-directory.

2.4.9 The result of TPC-C-Hke benchmark

TPC-C-like benchmark is an industry standard benchmark to compare the

performance of systems. TPC-C-like simulates a complete computing environment
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where a population of terminal operators execute transactions against a database.

The benchmark is centered around the principal activities (transactions) of an

order-entry environment. These transactions include entering and delivering or-

ders, recording payments, checking the status of orders, and monitoring the level of

stock at the warehouses. While the benchmark portrays the activity of a wholesale

supplier, TPC-C-like is not limited to the activity of any particular business seg-

ment, but, rather represents any industry that must manage, sell, or distribute a

product or service.

Figure 2.28 plots the average percentage of holes that exist in various cache

configurations after each memory reference during the execution of TPC-C-like. The

results show that a very significant number of holes exist in both the instruction

and data caches. For the direct-mapped data caches, between 37.5% and 42.6%

of the cache are holes. The corresponding ranges for the 2-way and 4-way set

associative caches are about 27-33% and 20-24% respectively. Compared with the

data caches, the instruction caches have fewer holes. About 34-37% of the direct-

mapped instruction caches are holes. The corresponding numbers for the 2-way and

4-way set associative caches are about 24-27% and 17-18% respectively.

Observe in Figure 2.29 that for TPC-C-like, the group-associative cache is

able to achieve a miss ratio that is comparable to or better than that of the 4-way

set-associative cache. In certain cases, the miss ratio approaches that of the fully

associative cache. The results suggest that the group-associative cache can indeed

retain a majority of the more-recently used lines. Further confirming this effect, it
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Figure 2.28. Average percentage of holes (TPC-C-like).

is found that the average percentage of holes in the 8 KB, 16 KB, 32 KB, and 64

KB data caches has improved respectively from 37.5 %, 39.9 %, 42.6 %, and 41.7

% in the direct-mapped design to 18.2 %, 18.7 % 19.9 %, and 19.0 % in the (f,^)
^ o ' Id '

group-associative caches. With a slightly bigger OUT directory (^), the percentage

of holes is further reduced to 15.9 %, 15.5 %, 15.6 %, and 14.5 % respectively.

In addition, the selected group-associative caches achieve lower miss ratio than

the victim and column-associative caches and the margin can be very sizable. For

instance, for the 32 KB caches, the miss ratios for the victim cache and the column-

associative cache are about 10.7 % and 11.1 % higher than that for the (|,^) group

associative cache. Also, for the data cache, the miss ratio for the victim cache

and the column-associative cache is about 28 % and 26 % higher than that for

(f'^) group associative cache. Among the group-associative caches, those with
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bigger SHT and OUT directories perform better. For example, (|,^) has the lowest

miss ratio followed by (|,^)- The victim and the column associative caches show

very similar miss ratio that is close to that of the 2-way set-associative cache.

Figure 2.30 summarizes the average memory access time for the instruction

and data references with various cache organizations. Note that all the results are

normalized to the direct-mapped cycle time. Due to the longer cycle time with

the set-associative cache, the conventional cache does not perform as well as the

other cache organizations. Only the 4-way set associative design with an optimistic

10% cycle time degradation shows performance comparable to the victim and the

column-associative caches. The group-associative cache has the shortest average

memory access time. For instance, for the 32 KB cache, the best average instruction

memory access time for the group-associative, victim, and column-associative caches

is 1.52, 1.55, and 1.57 respectively. Also, the best data memory access time for

the group-associative, victim, and column-associative caches is 2.44, 2.54, and 2.55

respectively.

2.5 Previous Works

A general strategy to simultaneously attain a fast cache access time and a

high hit ratio is to have two cache access paths. A fast path is used to achieve fast

access time for the majority of memory references while a relatively slow path is
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used to boost the effective hit ratio. Two broad categories of such techniques can

be distinguished.

The general idea in the first category is to decouple the tag and data paths in

cache access so that, for the majority ofmemory references, the fast data array access

and line selection can be carried out independently of the slow tag array access and

comparison. Examples of techniques in this category include the MRU cache [10],

the Hne-ID prediction scheme [7, 42], the partial-tag matching technique [41], the

Direct-mapped Access Set-associative Check (DASC) cache [50], the diflference-bit

directory [31], and the alternative tag path method [46].

Techniques in the second category access a direct-mapped cache sequentially

more than once in order to achieve a fast access time in the first access and a

high hit ratio as a whole. Examples of this include the hash-rehash cache [2] and

the column-associative cache [3]. A way to extend the column-associative cache to

include multiple alternative locations is described in [13, 62].

A number of methods have been proposed to reduce cache conflict misses. One

technique is to build a small buffer or victim cache to hold the lines that have been

recently evicted from the cache [29]. The HP-PA7200 uses a small on-chip FIFO

buffer called the assist cache, in addition to a direct-mapped Li cache, to ensure that

the very recently used data will not be susceptible to conflict misses [36]. In [27, 47],

a small fully associative buffer is proposed for holding the lines that exhibit poor

temporal locality so as to prevent them from entering and polluting the primary
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direct-mapped cache. Another approach to reducing conflict misses is to use better

hashing or mapping functions [18, 49, 53].



CHAPTER 3

DATA PREFETCHING

3.1 Introduction

Prefetching refers to the fetching of data from the lower level of memory hi-

erarchy before a reference to the data actually happens, so that the processor

doesn't generate cache misses to the prefetched blocks. Prefetching attempts to

hide miss penalties by overlapping memory access with instruction execution. The

prefetching schemes can broadly be classified into two groups, software-directed

approaches [12, 19, 34, 43, 44, 48] and hardware-based approaches [7, 12, 29].

Software-controlled prefetching schemes rely on compiler technologies or possibly

user directed static program analysis to selectively insert prefetch instructions based

on its information of program behaviors. The prefetch instruction initiates a fetch

of the designated block (s) into cache memory during the execution and its action

happens before the normal access to the block(s). The success of software-directed

prefetching depends primarily on identifying and inserting prefetch instructions only

for those accesses that are most Ukely to generate cache misses. Once a potential

cache miss has been identified, the software prefetching scheme insert a prefetch

instruction.

73
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On the other hand, hardware-based prefetching attempts to fetch block(s)

ahead based on dynamic reference pattern during program execution. For hardware-

based prefetching scheme, there are several prefetching topologies. The prefetch

always topology fetches a sequential reference pattern in order of increasing memory

address initiating a prefetch to the next Une when the current block is accessed [52].

The prefetch- on-miss and tagged-prefetch topologies are also based on the idea of

prefetching the next blocks based on a reference to the current line, however, those

schemes do the prefetch when the cache miss and/or hit on the prefetched blocks [29,

53]. The data prefetching scheme, which prefetches on miss and hit on the prefetched

data, is called sequential data prefetching in this dissertation research. Moreover,

there are some prediction based prefetching topologies, which decide whether a block

needs to be prefetched or not based on decision making information. The prefetch

schemes using stride information [11], Markov chain [28] and filtering [45] belong to

this topology. These prefetch schemes decide whether the cache block is prefetched

or not, and/or which block (s) need to be prefetched by the information of stride of

reference pattern or Markov access pattern.

The Stride Directed Prefetch (SDP) scheme uses the relationship between the

vector stride distance and the cache block size to direct prefetching. SDP scheme

uses a history table to calculate the stride distance of array or vector accesses made

from within the body of program loops. Markov Predictor [28] scheme uses the

prediction addresses which are stored in prefetcher. The Prefetcher maintains the

next addresses for a each miss. And when a miss happens for a specific address,
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prefetcher finds the next addresses to prefetch lines from lower level to higher level

with missed one. The prefetcher information is based on miss address reference

strings, i.e., miss reference string shows the next miss when a miss happens. The

next misses of a certain address are collected to predict the prefetching lines. The

stream buffers [29] are design to prefetch sequential streams of cache lines, indepen-

dent of program context. Stream buffers are allocated on first level cache misses.

If any stream buffer entry has a hit which misses first level cache, the line is taken

from the stream buffer. The entries below the one removed are all shifted to the

head of the buffer, and prefetches are launched to sequential consecutive cache line

addresses to fill the vacancies that open up the bottom part of stream buffer. If

there is no match when a cache miss happens, a stream buffer is allocated to the new

stream. The stream buffer scheme is also employed by a filtering [45] mechanism

which waits for two consecutive first level cache misses to the sequential cache line

addresses before a stream is allocated in the stream buffer.

Even though software prefetch schemes do not use a separate place to put

the prefetched line since the software scheme use prefetch hint information which

is analyzed under compilation or user direction. These hardware prefetch schemes

generally use a separate space to place the prefetched line. The stream buffer and

filtered prefetch schemes are using a stream buffer which has FIFO entries to prevent

polluting the primary cache, so no other cache line which is not actually accessed can

be located in main cache. The Markov Predictors scheme also use separate space

to place the prefetched cache lines, which is called Prefetch Buffer. The Prefetch
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buffer places the prefetched line so the prefetched line(s) do not pollute the primary

cache. When a prefetched line is a hit in the prefetch buffer the Markov Predictor

scheme moves the prefetched line to first entry of FIFO prefetch buffer instead of

moving it to the primary cache. A match in the stream buffer causes the line to be

moved to the main cache.

Unlike other prefetching, the data prefetching in group-associative cache can

be handled without separate space to place the prefetched cache lines. The reason

for this is that the group-associative cache can identify the less recently used cache

frames which can be used as separate space to place the prefetched lines. The space,

of the underutilized cache frames, provides a bigger space to place prefetched lines.

This can improve the performance of prefetching to group-associative cache can

beyond that of the other prefetch schemes which use the extra space.

3.2 Statement of Problem

One of the major issues in data prefetching is that the prefetched data may

not actually be used and will pollute the cache if they are brought in. Every

prefetch operation involves removing some other, already resident cache line from

cache memory and/or one or more lines of extra space dedicated to prefetched

data. If the removed cache line is referenced sooner than the prefetched line, this

prefetch would increase the number of cache misses and cause a loss of bandwidth

to bring the line to cache memory. Thus, the place to put a prefetched block is one
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of the major factors of prefetching efficiency. If prefetched blocks replace existing

heavily-referenced blocks, then the prefetching makes the cache miss ratio higher

and valuable system resources would be wasted. This phenomena is called cache

pollution.

The cache pollution may happen for every data prefetching scheme since all

the prefetched lines might not be used by a processor before the prefetched line is

replaced. To reduce this cache pollution, the software schemes have tried to get

more accurate information to prefetch and hardware schemes have used extra space

to prevent this phenomena. The cache pollution has two effects on the system

performance. The first one is the cache hit ratio which is lower since the heavily

referenced cache line can be replaced, the extra misses to these lines cause a loss of

cache hit ratio. The second one is extra bandwidth which needs extra data transfer

which may be wasted.

Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show cache miss ratios and extra memory references

with several data prefetching algorithms. This experiment uses the workload Gcc in

SPECint95. Figure 3.1 shows the miss ratio and extra reference when no prefetch

buffer is used, and Figure 3.2 shows the miss ratio and extra traffic when a prefetch

buffer is used. The sequential prefetching scheme, filtering stream buffer prefetching

scheme and the stride data prefetching schemes are used to see the effects of cache

pollution. For this experiment, an eight-entry history table to identify the existing

sequential access blocks is used for the filtering sequential prefetching scheme and
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Figure 3.1. Cache miss ratios and extra traffics (Gcc of SPECint95, no Prefetch

Buffer)

a 256-entry stride prefetch table is used to identify the strides for the memory refer-

ences. The miss ratio as well as the extra reference generated by data prefetching are

evaluated. The extra reference represents a fraction of the total memory references

and are the references which are not used by the processor. The extra references are

brought from lower memory hierarchy; but, these transfers from lower level memory

hierarchy are not used for the accesses. The miss ratio element is the miss ratio

with data prefetching, and the miss reduction element is the difference between

the miss ratio without data prefetching and the miss ratio with data prefetching.

Hence, the addition of the miss ratio and miss reduction comes up with the miss

ratio without data prefetching. The prefetched data locates in its direct-mapped

position without prefetch buffer. The prefetch buffer topology uses separate space
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Figure 3.2. Cache miss ratios and extra traffics (Gcc of SPECint95, with Prefetch

Buffer)

to place the prefetched cache line. When a hit occurs on the prefetched cache line

the hne will be located in top of the prefetch buffer but not in the main cache.

The prefetch buffer topology, which adds a separate buffer to direct-mapped cache,

has more improvement than direct-mapped cache with data prefetching. This is

because the separate space reduce the pollution to the primary cache.

From the Figure 3.1, the miss ratios for the various cache size are reduced when

the data prefetching schemes are applied. The filtered prefetch scheme miss ratio is

reduced from 8.7 % to 8.2 % when cache size is 8 KB. However, the extra memory

references are increased by about 3.0 %, which is 35 % more memory traffic than

that of the no-prefetching scheme. Note that no-prefetching represents the cache

scheme without prefetching. Therefore, the data prefetching increased the memory
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references about 35 %, and those prefetched lines are not used and pollute the

cache. When the cache size is 16 KB, the filtered prefetching scheme can reduce

the miss ratio from 5.6 % to 4.9 %, with 2.1 % of extra memory traffic. The filtered

prefetching scheme increases the memory traffic by 38 % when the cache size is 16

KB. When the cache size is 32 or 64 KB, the miss ratios are reduced from 3.5 % to

2.9 % and from 2.3 % to 1.8 % respectively. The extra memory references compared

to no-prefetching scheme are increased about 37 % and 39 % respectively.

Therefore, data transfers are increased more than 35 %, these transfers were not

used. However, these lines may pollute the cache when the filtered data prefetching

scheme is applied.

The stride prefetching scheme can also reduce the cache miss ratio from 8.7

% to 8.1 % with 4.6 % extra memory references when the cache size is 8 KB. This

extra memory traffic generates about 53 % more unused data references than the

no-prefetching scheme. When the cache size is 16, 32, and 64 KB the miss reductions

are 0.47 %, 0.32 %, and 0.34 % respectively. The extra memory traffics for 16, 32,

and 64 KB are 3.45 %, 2.49 %, and 1.69 % respectively. This extra memory traffic

increases the bandwidth about 60 % more than that of no-prefetching scheme.

Compared to filtered prefetching and stride prefetching, the sequential prefetch-

ing generates more traffic than other data prefetching schemes. The 8 KB data cache

sequential prefetching reduces the miss ratio from 8.7 % to 8.6 % with 8.6 % extra

traffic. This extra traffic increases the bandwidth to about 98 % of that of no-

prefetching scheme. The 16, 32, and 64 KB, miss ratios are reduced 0.51 %, 3.01
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%, and 0.47 % respectively. The memory traffic which is not used is increased 5.1

%, 3.0 %, and 1.8 % respectively.

As discussed above, when the data prefetching schemes are used, the extra

data transfers, which are not used but replaced by another line, pollute the cache

and this pollution affect the performance of the cache memory.

3.3 Handling Data Prefetching Using Group-Associative Cache

The ability to dynamically identify the underutilized cache frames or holes in

group-associative caches provides another advantage that can accommodate data

prefetching with minimum cache pollution. In order to prevent cache pollution, a

separate stream buffer [29] or a prefetch buffer [28] is designed to hold the prefetch

data in conventional caches. In contrast, the group-associative cache is able to ef-

fectively use the large number of holes presented in the direct-mapped cache to hold

the prefetched blocks. This eliminates the need for a separate physical buffer and

enables a bigger "embedded" prefetch buffer. This dissertation research does not

introduce a new algorithm of data prefetching scheme but a new way of placement

for prefetched line is considered. Several data prefetching algorithms are consid-

ered to simulate the performances. Whenever a miss occurs, the sequential prefetch

method prefetches the next sequential lines if it is not already in the cache. Upon

the first access to a prefetched line, it triggers another prefetch of the following

sequential line [52]. The filtered sequential prefetch method, on the other hand.
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starts prefetching the next sequential line on a miss only when a previous sequential

access pattern has been identified [45]. In general, with the filtering technique, the

useless prefetch may be reduced at the cost of lower cache hit ratio improvement.

The way that the prefetched lines are being handled in the group-associative

cache is straightforward. When the direct-mapped location for a prefetched line

consists of a disposable line, the prefetched line simply overwrite the disposable

block and is marked as disposable. In the case that the direct-mapped location is

occupied by a non-disposable fine, then a hole must be identified to be evacuated for

the prefetched line. The mechanism to identify a hole is the same as in the case of a

regular cache miss occurring and the direct-mapped location has a non-disposable

block. In this case, the prefetched block tag is inserted in the middle of the LRU

sequence in the OUT directory so that the impact to the existing out-of-position

lines and the longevity of the prefetched line in cache can be balanced.

With regard to data prefetching, it is interesting to find that the victim and

column-associative cache can also reduce cache pollution by using additional victim

cache and the alternative locations respectively to hold the prefetched lines without

an extra prefetch buffer.
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3.4 Performance of Data Prefetching

3.4.1 The Configuration of the Group-Associative Cache for Data Prefetch

The size and configuration of the SHT and OUT directory are the primary

parameters which impact the performance of the group-associative cache. When

the data prefetching is not applied in a group-associative cache, the goal of the size

and configuration of the SHT and OUT directory may capture the dynamic locaUty

behavior of the program execution. With data prefetching schemes, the size and

organization of the both directories are still important factors in the performance of

the group-associative cache with applying data prefetching. Thus, the simulations

with various size and configuration of the SHT and OUT directory need to be

completed when a data prefetching scheme is applied to the group-associative cache.

The number of disposable lines is dependent on the number of entries in the

SHT and OUT directory. When there is a very small number of disposable lines in

group-associative cache, there is a small chance the prefetched line is located in a

disposable location. These disposable cache frames are the locations to place the

prefetched lines without interrupting the cache lines which are in OUT directory.

Therefore, the relationship between the number of disposable cache lines and the

performance of the group-associative cache with data prefetching is an interesting

investigation. This investigation of the size and configuration of the SHT and OUT
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directory may produce the best performance when a data prefetching scheme is

applied to group-associative cache.

When the direct-mapped position for the prefetched cache line is not dispos-

able, the line should be placed in out-positioned location. Those lines which are

prefetched and placed in out-position, need to be recorded in one of the OUT direc-

tory entries. Since the prefetched Une is placed into OUT directory without actual

access of the line, the prefetched line can be stored in any position of the sequence of

the OUT directory. The study of the positions of prefetched line in OUT directory

needs to be done to see the impact of group-associative cache by the positions.

Figure 3.3 and 3.4 show the miss ratios of various group-associative cache

after applying the sequential prefetching. Compared to the group-associative cache

without prefetching, the behavior of miss ratio patterns depending on SHT and

OUT directory is similar to both cases. Thus, the reasonable size of SHT is two-

eighth and three-eighth the number of Li cache Unes and the OUT directory is

three-sixteenth and four-sixteenth the number of Li cache lines.

3.4.2 The Comparison with other cache Topologies

The performance of data prefetching in group-associative cache depends on

how the cache topology identifies the underutilized cache frames which can hold the

prefetched lines. If the group-associative cache can reduce the pollution, the miss

ratio of the group-associative cache with data prefetching should be lower than that
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of group-associative cache without data prefetching. The extra reference using data

prefetching is the major performance indicator to see how much the cache pollution

is decreased. In the result shown in Figure 3.5, the group-associative cache improves

the miss ratio with sequential and filtering data prefetching schemes while the other

cache topologies suffer from pollution of the data prefetching. The workload Gcc of

SPECint95 is used for this simulation. The group-associative cache (|,^) is used.

Based on the Figure 3.5, the group-associative cache can reduce the miss ratio

from 4.8 % to 4.0 % with 2.6 % extra memory traffic when the cache size is 8 KB

and the sequential data prefetching scheme is apphed. However, the direct-mapped

cache with prefetch buffer reduces the miss ratio from 8.7 % to 7.3 % with 7.1 % extra

memory traffic. Thus, the group-associative cache can reduce the memory traffic

which pollutes the cache from 7.1 % to 2.7 %, which is about 65 % reduction of the

memory traffic which generates the cache pollution. When the filtered prefetching
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scheme is applied to both group-associative and direct-mapped caches with prefetch

buffer, the group-associative cache reduces the miss ratios from 4.8 % to 4.0 % with

1.1 % of extra memory traffic. However, the direct-mapped cache with prefetch

buffer reduces the miss ratios from 8.7 % to 7.6 % with 2.7 % extra memory traffic.

The reduction of the extra memory traffic which generates the cache pollution is

reduced from 2.7 % to 1.1 %, which is about 60 % reduction of prefetching which

generates cache pollution.

When the cache size is 16, 32, and 64 KB, the same phenomena occurs. When

the cache size is 16 KB the group-associative cache reduces the memory traffic

remarkably which pollutes the cache about 68 % for the sequential data prefetch-

ing scheme and 63 % for the filtered data prefetching. When the sequential data

prefetching scheme is applied to the 32 and 64 KB cache, the group-associative

cache can reduce the extra memory traffic remarkably generating cache pollution

of 77 % and 73 % respectively. These numbers are the percentage of with extra

memory traffic of direct-mapped cache compared with the prefetch buffer. When

the filtered data prefetching scheme is applied the extra memory traffic reduction

is about 62 % for 32 KB cache and 56 % for 64 KB cache.

In general, the group-associative cache can reduce the extra memory traffic

which generates cache pollution 50 % more than that of direct-mapped cache with

prefetch buffer in various cache sizes.
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3.4.3 The Results of SPEC95 Workloads

Figure 3.6 thru Figure 3.10 plot the data miss ratios for the SPEC95 benchmark

suite. Observe that the SPEC95 programs, especially those that are floating-point

intensive, show vastly different cache behavior. In these figures, only two config-

urations are considered, namely (|,^) and (|,^), for the group-associative cache.

The effect of applying filtered sequential prefetch is presented.

The group-associative cache consistently achieves a miss ratio that is equal to

or better than that of the 4-way set-associative cache for the SPEC95 programs.

The miss ratio improvement is especially significant for applications such as Gcc,

Go, Tomcatv, Turb3d, Vortex, and Wave5 which exhibit high conflict misses. For

instance, Turb3d's miss ratio with a 32 KB cache is reduced from 5.5 % and 3.7 %

with the direct-mapped and 4-way set-associative designs respectively to 2.6 % with

the (|,^) group-associative cache. On the other hand, since most of the conflict

misses for Compress, Hydro2d, and Su2cor can be ehminated by the 2-way set-

associative design, the benefit of the group-associative cache is not as dramatic.

Observe also that the difference in miss ratio between the two group-associative

caches is very minor for these SPEC95 apphcations.

Notice that the cache behavior of Tomcatv and Wave5 is unusual in that

the direct-mapped, set-associative, and group-associative designs may slightly out-

perform the fully-associative cache in certain configurations. This is due to the
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Figure 3.6. Cache miss ratio for workloads Applu, Apsi, Compress, and Fpppp
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Figure 3.7. Cache miss ratio for workloads Gcc, Go, Hydro2d, and Ijpeg
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Figure 3.8. Cache miss ratio for workloads Li, M88ksim, Mgrid, and Perl
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Figure 3.10. Cache miss ratio for workloads Vortex and WaveS

fact that memory references with a constant stride are very common in these pro-

grams. Such a reference pattern results in heavy conflicts and pollutes the entire

fully-associative cache. On the other hand, the group-associative cache is able to

handle the conflicts by effectively using the holes while confining the pollution to a

subset of the cache.

The filtered sequential prefetch scheme improves the miss ratio of the group-

associative cache for all the programs, especially those that are floating-point inten-

sive. For instance, the respective improvement for Hydro2d and Su2cor are about

60 - 70 % and 30 - 60 %. For Su2cor, prefetching is especially effective for the larger

caches. In addition, the difference between the two group-associative configurations

is much bigger when prefetching is performed. This is because Su2cor has a large
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Figure 3.11. Miss ratio and memory traffic with data prefetching (TPC-C-like)

amount of stride references and an uneven reference distribution across the cache

sets. In this case, a larger cache and a bigger SHT/OUT directory will enable the

prefetched lines to be kept longer so that they are more likely to be referenced.

Gcc, Li, Vortex, Tomcatv, TurbSd, and Wave5 also show sizable improvements in

group-associative miss ratio with prefetching.

3.4.4 The Result of the Commercial Workload TPC-C-like

Figure 3.11 summarizes the miss ratio improvement as well as the increase in

memory traffic that results from applying the two simple prefetch mechanisms to

the various cache designs. Each column in the figure is divided into 3 segments.

The bottom-most segment depicts the cache miss ratio with data prefetch. The

second segment represents the miss ratio improvement that comes from prefetching
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the data. The last segment reflects the net extra memory traffic that results when

prefetching is performed. Note that this figure considers only the (|,^) group-

associative cache.

As expected, the two prefetching schemes both reduce the cache miss ratio

markedly for all the cache designs. For instance, the 32 KB caches sequential

prefetch reduces the miss ratio for the direct-mapped, victim, column-associative,

and group-associative caches from 10.9 %, 8.2 %, 8.1 %, and 6.4 % to 7.9 %,

6.2 %, 6.3 %, and 4.4 % respectively. However, memory traffic is also increased

considerably. Sequential prefetch increases memory traffic by 65 %, 78 %, 62 %,

and 52 % respectively. The corresponding figures with filtering are 31 %, 41 %, 32

%, and 31 %.

A comparison of the direct-mapped cache with its separate prefetch buffer, the

victim cache, and the column-associative cache shows the group-associative cache

handles data prefetching better in terms of both the miss ratio improvement and the

additional memory traffic. This is due to the fact that the group-associative cache

is able to effectively control any cache pollution that may result from prefetching.

In addition, the adaptive group associativity allows the prefetched lines to stay in

the cache longer, thus increasing their chances of being used before replacement.



CHAPTER 4

DEFERRED CACHE COHERENCE MODELS

4.1 Introduction

The maturity of multiprocessing technology becomes an indispensable vehi-

cle in building high-performance computer systems. One practical approach taken

by recent microprocessors is to include the multiprocessor control function in the

processor chip such that multiple microprocessors and memory modules can be

connected by a system bus (also called a snooping bus) to form a Symmetric Mul-

tiprocessor (SMP) system. Each processor is typically equipped with a coherent

cache memory to hide the memory access latency and to reduce the critical shared

bus traffic. As the performance gap between processor and memory continues to

widen, the demand for a higher bandwidth system bus and lower cache coherence

traffic increases in order to sustain the memory requests from a moderate number

of processors in SMP systems.

The key coherence function is to guarantee that each processor always ob-

serves all the memory writes from any other processor. Therefore, whenever a

processor writes to a memory location, the old copy of the data existing in other

caches must be updated or invalidated. Such a cache coherence activity not only

incurs heavy overhead, but may increase cache miss ratios and system bus traffic

96
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due to the false-sharing behavior. The false-sharing occurs when multiple proces-

sors attempt to update a different portion of a cache line roughly about the same

time [6, 15, 16, 57]. In fact, this cache coherence activity can be deferred until the

next synchronization instruction to allow multiple writers to update the same cache

line as long as software maintains an order of reads and writes to each memory

location [1, 14, 17]. Under the software model, proper synchronization instructions

are inserted to enforce certain order of memory accesses from different processors.

As a result, any data producer/consumer among the processors must be across a

synchronization instruction.

This software synchronization model provides flexibility to the cache coherence

protocol to enable writes by a processor to be visible to other processors. The

traditional eager coherence protocol enforces the cache coherence on every memory

write [39]. The lazy coherence protocol, on the other hand, permits temporary

inconsistent cache copies [8, 9, 14, 25, 33, 35, 37, 51]. Those copies of data in

different caches need to be reconciled only after the execution of a synchronization

instruction. Although this lazy coherence protocol eliminates unnecessary cache

coherence activities, it may still incur tremendous overhead on posting writes and

reconciling cache lines at each synchronization instruction.

In this chapter, a deferred cache coherence model on bus-based SMPs is de-

scribed, that further delays posting writes until a processor requests the new data.

There are three fundamental techniques used in the proposed model. First, new

partially modified states are added to the typical Modified-Exclusive-Shared-Invalid
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(MESI) coherence protocol. The additional states allow multiple writers simulta-

neously updating different portions of the same cache line. Second, all the cache

lines are marked at each synchronization instruction to indicate the need for rec-

onciliation of certain inconsistent copies. In case the inconsistent cache lines are

replaced before they are referenced, the reconciliation can be overlapped with nor-

mal instruction execution. Third, an efficient hardware merging technique is used

to minimize the overhead associated with reconciliation. This technique uses the

original copy of the data in memory to identify and merge the modified portion of

a cache line for restoring the consistent copy. Cycle-by-cycle program-driven sim-

ulation of SPLASH-2 workload [61] show that the deferred coherence protocol can

out-perform the eager protocol up to 30 %.

4.2 Statement of Problem

In order to minimize the traffic to the snooping bus, a number of cache coher-

ence protocols have been proposed under two policies: write-invalidate and write-

broadcast [5]. In both policies, read requests are carried out locally if a valid copy

exists in the local cache. For write requests, the two policies work differently. When

a processor updates a cache line, all other copies of the same cache line must be

invalidated according to the write-invalidate policy to prevent other processors from

accessing the stale data. Under write-broadcast policy, a write is broadcasted to

all other caches to update the old copy, if a processor holds one of the copies. The
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write-broadcast policy creates global traffic on every write and is not suitable for a

bus-oriented multiprocessor system.

Under the write-invalidate protocol, a cache line update will cause invalidation

of the line existing in other caches. Such an invalidation is necessary when the

processor with the invalidated copy needs to access the updated data. However, if

the processor only accesses the other portion of the cache line after invalidation,

an unnecessary cache miss may be created. The terms, true and false sharing are

referred to the above two conditions respectively.

Figure 4.1 illustrates simple examples of a true and a false sharing, when A and

B are two distinct objects in the same cache line. It can be observed that the sharing

behavior depends primarily on how the memory reference from multiple processors

are interleaved. For instance, in the left example, Read A at t2 happens after Write

A from Pi thus a true-sharing miss occurs because P2 wants the updated data from

Pi . This sequence is reversed in the example on the right. The invalidation caused

by Write A of Pi at t2, incurs a false-sharing miss because P2 does not need the

updated A afterward. There have been a few attempts to precisely define the true

and the false sharing behavior [24].

The semantics of the above two examples are totally different. In the first

example, Pj gets the newly updated A from Pi, while in the second example. P2

reads the old value of A. In order to maintain proper order of write-read, read-write,

and write-write sequences to the same data object, synchronization instructions
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must be inserted as illustrated in the same Figure. Under this condition, the true-

sharing can only happen across a synchronization point, and all the sharing between

any two adjacent synchronization points belong to the false-sharing category.

Therefore, it is safe to cancel the invalidation due to cache line updates between

synchronization points to eliminate false-sharing misses. However, the inconsistent

cache line copies need to reconcile back to consistent state before it is accessed again

after synchronization points.

Under the SPMD programming model, the synchronization variables are al-

ways kept in the coherence state to provide the latest update value. With the

assistance of compiler, memory references can be partitioned into coherence refer-

ences of the synchronization variables and the coherence deferred reference of the

rest of the memory accesses. Also, the Critical Section (CS) which is protected by

synchronization primitives are identified to indicate exclusive update to the global

variables. In addition, hardware must identify the end of a barrier in order to

indicate the points which prevent a processor from accessing cache lines which is

inconsistent to the memory. This can be accomplished by marking a bit when a

processor reaches a barrier.

4.3 Svnchronization Primitives

In the popular Single-Program-Multiple-Data (SPMD) computation of parallel

programs, the same program is sent to the participating processors and individual
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Figure 4.1. True and false sharing examples

processors execute different pieces of work by operating on different pieces of data.

A parallel program is laid out as a sequence of code regions separated by barrier

synchronization primitives. At each barrier, no process is allowed to proceed un-

til all the processes participating in the barrier synchronization arrive this enforces

proper data dependency. In addition to barriers, the other common synchronization

requirement in SPMD is to allow mutual-exclusive updates of certain shared vari-

ables such as loop indices, processor IDs, etc. by the individual processors during

the course of parallel execution.

The barrier and the mutual exclusion are the two synchronization primitives

used in the parallelized SPLASH-2 application suites [61]. Both primitives can

be implemented by using the basic Lock and Unlock instructions. A section of

codes that are protected by the lock/unlock instructions can update any shared

variable exclusively. Such a code section is called a critical section. A barrier can

be implemented by counting the number of processes arriving at the barrier. The

update of the barrier counter by each process must also be protected by a critical
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barrier (int mutex) {

lock(mutex)

;

barrier_count++

;

unlock (mutex)

;

while (barrier_count < total.count) ;

}

Figure 4.2. Barrier synchronization primitives

section. Figure 4.2 shows an example of implementing a barrier using lock/unlock.

In this example, a synchronization variable mutex is used. This variable can be

read-modified-written as an indivisible operation by hardware instructions such as

test-and-set, compare-and-swap, etc. to accomplish the lock/unlock function. The

critical section can be generalized to handle mutual-exclusive updates of one or more

shared variable.

The use of mutual exclusion and barrier synchronization presents two funda-

mental properties. First, a barrier must be inserted to enforce a producer/consumer

data dependence between two processes. As a result, the updates of a shared vari-

able only needs to be observed by the consumer process after the execution of a

barrier. Second, although the mutual-exclusive updates of a shared variable in a

critical section can be executed in any order, the updates must be observed by other

processes once the updating process leaves the critical section. Based on these obser-

vations, a deferred coherence protocol can be designed to minimize the unnecessary

cache coherence activities on shared-bus SMPs.
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4.4 Deferred Cache Coherence Protocol

Under the SPMD synchronization model, the observation of a write by other

processors can be deferred until after the next synchronization barrier. In other

words, between barriers, multiple writers can simultaneously update different por-

tions of the same cache line. There are two critical performance issues in a multiple-

writer coherence protocol. The first one is how and when each processor notifies the

writes to other processors. The second issue is how and when the inconsistent data

created by the multiple writers are reconciled and posted. The write notification

and data reconciliation are separated so that the updated data is posted only when

another processor asks for the data.

In the proposed deferred coherence protocol, two new partially modified states

(P and Q) are added to the popular snooping-bus, write-invalidate, write-back,

Modified-Exclusive-Shared-Invalid (MESI) protocol [20, 26, 38, 40, 57]. A line in

the P-state means the line is valid and has been modified by the local processor,

meanwhile, such a line may also be valid and possibly modified in other caches. A

Q-state line is very similar to the P-state line except that the the line has not been

modified by the local processor. The purpose of separating the Q-state from the

P-state is to eliminate extra memory write-back during the cache line reconciliation.

Upon a write hit, the S-state is changed to the P-state, and the state is changed

to Q for the same line existing in any other cache. When a write miss occurs, the

new line is set to the P-state if the line is also valid in any other cache. In addition,
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an M-state line is changed to the P-state when another processor encounters a write

miss to the same line. In case of a read miss, the new line state is set to Q if the

line is in the P-state in any other cache. In essence, the additional P and Q states

allow a line to be shared and modified in multiple caches.

Since the lines in the P and Q states will be stale after each synchronization

barrier, it is necessary to invalidate/reconcile those inconsistent lines. In order to

alleviate overhead and bus congestion, the reconciliation of the P-state lines can be

further deferred until the line is first accessed or replaced after the barrier. However,

each processor must be notified of the potential stale cache lines existing in its own

cache. In this regard, one extra bit called the mark bit is added to each entry in the

cache tag directory. All the mark bits in every cache directory are set after each

synchronization barrier to indicate the potential stale lines. Note that the mark

bits can be implemented as a separate array for fast set/reset of all the bits. The

corresponding mark bit is reset at the first access after a barrier to resume normal

coherence activities to the cache line. The access of the marked line follows the

rules listed below.

1. Marked P-state: The line must be reconciled upon the first access from either

the local processor or the remote processor through the snooping bus. The
request will be reissued after the reconciliation.

2. Marked Q-state: The line is invalid.

3. Marked M, E, S, and I states: The same as the corresponding unmarked states.
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In addition to trigger the reconciliation once the marked P-state line is ac-

cessed, reconciliation of individual line is also required when both marked and un-

marked P-state lines are replaced from the cache. The detailed deferred coherence

protocol is given next followed by the description of the reconciliation in the follow-

ing section.

Requests from local processor:

1. Read hit: When the requested line is found in the local cache, the data can

be accessed and the state M, E, S, P, or Q remains unchanged.

2. Write hit: When the state is S, a global request will send to other processors

and the state is change to P afterwards. Otherwise, the write can be performed

locally. The states E and Q are changed to M and P respectively, while states

P and M remain unchanged.

3. Read miss: A Une-fill request is issued. The new state is E when the requested

line is not present in any other cache. If the requested line is M in another

cache, the cache which owns the modified copy supplies the data, and the new

state is also set to E. If the requested line exists in other caches in any other

state, E, S, or P, the new state becomes S, S, and Q respectively and the line

is fetched from the memory.

4. Write miss: Write-allocation is assumed in this design. Upon a write-miss,

the target line is fetched into the local cache. The memory supplies the data

and the new state is M when the requested line does not exist in any other

cache. Otherwise, the new state becomes P.

5. Hit a marked P-state or replace a P- or marked P-state line: Cache line

reconciliation is initiated. A detailed description will be given in the next

section.

Requests from snooping bus:

1. Snooping read hit: Upon a snooping read hit, the processor sends the mod-
ified (M-state) data to the requester and the memory. The line becomes S

afterwards. In case of a hit to an E-state, the state is changed to S without

involving any data transfer. No action is taken when the state is either S, P,

or Q.

2. Snooping write hit: When a snooping write hits a M-state, no data transfer

is needed and the state is changed to P. If the line state is E or S, the line is

changed to Q-state. No action is taken for the remaining states.
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3. Snooping write-back hit to a P- or marked P-state line: Upon a hit, the snoop-

ing agent also writes back the P- or marked P-state line so that the recon-

ciliation of the line can be carried out at the memory controller. The line

is invalidated afterwards. A detailed description of the reconciliation will be

given in the next section.

The state transition diagram of the deferred coherence protocol is given in

Figure 4.3. In the figure, R represents a read request, represents a Write request,

and the subscript / and r represents local and remote requests respectively. Note that

for simplicity, all the marked states are omitted since they are essentially unchanged

except for the marked P and Q states. The marked P-state, once accessed either

locally or remotely will trigger the line reconciliation. The marked Q-state line is

invalid.

Note that all the memory references outside the critical section are followed by

the deferred coherence protocol to maintain cache coherence. However, any update

within the critical section need to be posted right after the lock is released. In

addition, the update of the synchronization variable in lock/unlock must trigger an

eager coherence request so that the other processors will not access any stale data.

Since the critical section is generally very small in all the SPLASH-2 applications,

the use of the eager MESI coherence protocol is reasonable for all the memory

references in the critical section including lock/unlock.
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Figure 4.3. State transition of the Deferred Coherence Protocol
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4.5 Reconcile Partially-Modified Cache Lines

At the end of a barrier, all the involved processors set the mark bits of all

the cache entries to indicate the potential stale data. Proper synchronization is

necessary to guarantee the completion of all the marks before any processor can

proceed. Cache line reconciliation is necessary when a processor or a snooping

request accesses a marked P-state line, or when a P-state or a marked P-state line

is replaced from a cache.

When a partially modified line write-back is initiated, all other processors that

have the same P-state or marked P-state line also write-back their own copy of the

line. It is essential to provide an eflRcient way of merging those partially modified

cache line copies to restore the consistent copy in the memory. To eliminate the

need of recording the portion of the cache line being modified in each processor, a

partially modified cache line merging technique is used to reconcile the inconsistent

copies. This technique requires a special design of the memory controller to handle

the merge. Upon receiving the partially modified write-back request, the memory

controller begins to merge the original cache line content stored in the memory

with the new copies of the cache line from the involved processors in a pipeline

fashion. Basically, the merging algorithm performs a sequence of exclusive-or logic

operations to identify the bit positions where the modification has been made. The

new cache content can then be obtained by complementing the values of those bit
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Figure 4.4. A reconciliation example

positions as indicated in the following logic equation, where n is the number of

partially modified copies for the merge, and (J represents the logic OR operator.

New Data = Old Data © ( (J {Old Data) © (F - state Data)i )

1=1

To simplify the memory controller design, it is assumed that the multiple copies

of the partially modified line arrive at memory controller continuously without being

intervened by other requests. In order to satisfy this requirement, the processor from

which the P-state write-back is initiated must hold the data bus until the completion

of all the write-backs. In addition, the snooping controllers, once receiving a P-

state write-back request, will preempt any other request. A simple example which
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illustrates the merging operation is also given in Figure 4.4. Since the P-state write-

back involves multiple copies of a cache line and each copy must be sent sequentially

through a shared data bus, the overhead associated with the merging operations can

be overlapped with the P-state line transfer.

Note that the processor requesting a marked P-state line will reissue the request

after the reconciliation. However, in case there is only a single copy in the marked

P-state, the state is changed to E. The reissue of the request is not needed when

the only marked P-state copy is located locally.

4.6 Performance Evaluation

Mint, a program-driven MlPS-based multiprocessor simulation tool [59, 60]

was used for the dissertation research to compare the performance of the eager and

the deferred coherence protocols under the SPLASH-2 workload [61]. Among 12

applications of SPLASH-2 workloads, Cholesky, FFT, LU, and Radix are compu-

tational kernel programs and Barnes, Fmm, Ocean_Cont., Ocean_Non., Raytrace,

Volrend, Water_Nsq., and Water_Sp. are complete applications. The programs rep-

resent a variety of scientific, engineering, and graphics applications. The default

input values are used for all the SPLASH-2 workloads.
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4.6.1 Simulation Model

A simple processor model was developed. Each instruction takes one cycle to

execute using a perfect branch predictor when the instruction is found in the Li

instruction cache. The load/store instruction also takes a single cycle if both the

instruction and the data are located in the Li caches. A delay of 4 cycles is charged

when the instruction or the data is not located in the Li cache, but present in the

L2 cache. Further delays are incurred according to the detailed bus/memory cycles

when the requested instruction and data miss the L2 cache. In the simulation, a

separate direct-mapped instruction and data Li cache of 8 Kilo-Bytes (KB) with a

512KB combined 4-way set-associative L2 cache are used. The cache line size is 64

bytes for both Li and L2 caches. Note that a write miss will not stop the processor

pipeline until another miss is encountered or the write buffer is full.

Spht-transaction snooping buses based on the MESI and the deferred coherence

protocols are modeled. In view of the current technology, the processor cycle is

four times faster than the bus cycle to reflect slow on-board system bus. The

snooping bus consists of separate command/address bus (or simply command bus)

and data bus. The width of the data bus is 16 bytes and a 64-byte cache line can be

transferred in 4 consecutive cycles. The command bus can accept a request every

three cycles. Once a request is active, it requires two cycles for bus arbitration. The

command and address are issued right after the bus is granted. It then takes two

cycles for each processor to look-up and update the cache directory for the snooping
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Figure 4.5. The split-transaction snooping bus design

request. Finally, an acknowledgment from each processor is sent to the requester as

illustrated in Figure 4.5.

A bus request can be rejected when it issues a request to a line in the transient

state, i.e., the line is in the process of satisfying the request from another processor.

A negative acknowledgment may also be received when the requested line is in the

marked P-state. The rejected request will be reissued later. To avoid excessive

retry, the retry from 5 to 20 bus cycles are delayed based on a random number

generator.

For a normal read miss, it takes 10 bus cycles to receive the target 16 bytes

from the memory. Additional 6 bus cycles are required when the requested data

is modified in another cache and a cache-to-cache line transfer is required due to

the inquiry and bringing out the modified copy. For the P-state or marked P-state

line write-back, it takes 7 bus cycles for the first processor including bus arbitration
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Table 4.1. Cache hit/miss and reconciliation penalties

TRANSACTION PROCESSOR CYCLE

Ideal instruction execution 1

Read Li miss 4

Read L2 miss: data from memory 10 X 4

Read L2 miss: cache-to-cache transfer 16 X 4

Write Miss 1 (up to 4 X 4)

P-state write-back: 1st processor 7x4
P-state write-back: others 4x4

Retry request (5 to 20) x4

and data transfer. Afterwards, each of the rest processors can write the partially

modified lines back to the memory in every 4 consecutive cycles. The processor can

execute one instruction at every cycle unless a read miss or a cache reconciliation

is required. The processor can handle one bus transaction at a time, and stalls

on a read miss until the data comes back. A 2-entry write buffer is assumed in

each processor. Upon a write miss, the processor continues execution until the

write buffer is full or a read miss is encountered. Table 4.1 summarizes the penalty

cycles.

In addition to the eager MESI protocol, the deferred coherence protocol is

also compared with a similar delay coherence protocol [14]. Instead of using the

merging technique based on the content of the partially modified cache lines, the

delay coherence protocol implements a small Invalidation Send Buffer (ISB) to delay

the write posting and to remember the modified portion of the cache line. In this

design, the overflow of the ISB may create excessive write traffic. Meanwhile, the
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reconciliation of the partially modified line at each synchronization instruction may

incur extra overhead compared with the deferred lazy coherence protocol. In the

simulation, each processor has four-entry ISB.

4.6.2 Performance Comparison

The results of the total execution time of all the applications of SPLASH-2 on

32 and 64 processor systems are plotted in Figure 4.6. The total execution time

is the average execution time of all the processors. Note that in this figure, the

execution time is normalized with respect to the execution time under the MESI

coherence protocol on a 32-processor system. The total execution time is divided

into 7 timing components. The ideal cycle is the time to execute the respective

program without any stall, i.e., the CPI is equal to 1. The read/write misses

represent the delay associated with read and write penalties. Note that the write

miss penalty includes the penalty associated with writes to S-state lines. Next, the

stalls due to barriers and critical sections are charged separately. Finally, the write-

back delay of the modified copy when the ISB is full and the merge/reconcihation

delay in the deferred scheme is also accounted for separately.

Several important observations can be made from the Figures. First of all,

the ideal execution times of the applications are almost reduced to half when the

number of processors increases from 32 to 64. However, the penalty cycles are

considerably larger on 64 processors than on 32 processors. In fact, in some cases.
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Figure 4.6. Normalized execution time of SPLASH-2 applications
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such as Cholesky, the total execution time increases on the 64-processor systems

for all three coherence schemes. The primary reason is due to bus congestion that

makes the read/miss penalties, as well as the delay of write-backs and reconciliation

heavier on the 64-processor systems. As can be seen from Figure 4.7, when both the

command and data bus utilization are beyond 60%, increased penalty cycles can be

observed from several timing components in Figure 4.6.

Generally speaking, the deferred coherence scheme shows better performance

than that of the MESI and the delay protocols. For the 64-processor systems, the

deferred scheme shows about 6%, 4%, 3%, 30%, 30%, 7%, and 3% improvement

of the total execution time over the conventional MESI protocol for the respective

Cholesky, FFT, Fmm, Ocean_Cont., Ocean_Non., Raytrace, and Volrend. This is

mainly due to the fact of significant reduction in read/write penalties. For the work-

loads, Barnes, LU, and Water, the performance of the Deferred coherence model is

similar to the MESI coherence model. The workload. Radix, is the only workload

which the Deferred coherence model performs worse than MESI coherence model,

however, the difference is about 1%. Figure 4.8 shows the L2 miss ratios of the three

coherence schemes for all applications. Both the delay and the deferred schemes

improve the miss ratios compared with the MESI protocol. This is because both

schemes allow shared and modified copies in multiple caches. The deferred scheme

can further improve the miss ratio for Ocean_Cont., Ocean_Non., Raytrace, and

Fmm, because the deferred protocol changes the marked P-state to E-state upon

reconciliation when no other cache holds the the same line in the marked P-state.
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The reduction of the number of misses for the delay and the deferred schemes

can be seen easily by counting the number of bus requests as shown in Figure 4.9.

In this figure, the number of shared bus requests are plotted based on several cate-

gories: read miss, write miss, cache-to-cache transfer, write to S-state, write-back,

reconciliation, and retried request due to negative acknowledgment. A request can

be rejected if it accesses a line in the transient state, i.e., the line is in the process of

satisfying the request from another processor. The negative acknowledgment may

also be received when the requested line is in the marked P-state. A significant

reduction in term of the number of read/write misses to the shared bus can be ob-

served for the deferred scheme especially when running under Barnes, Ocean.Cont.,

Ocean_Non., Raytrace, and Fmm. In comparison with the results in Figure 4.6,

however, the reduction of the miss penalty may not be as significant. This is due to

the fact that cache reconciliation occupies the data bus and may affect other regular

misses or write-backs.

Another interesting observation with regard to the penalty and the frequency

of the reconciliation can be made from Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9 in-

dicates a noticeable amount of reconciliation requests for Barnes, FFT, Fmm, and

Ocean_Cont., Ocean_Non., Radix, and Water_Sp. In contrast, only Ocean.Cont.,

and OceanJVon. shows noticeable impact to the total execution time by the recon-

ciliation. This is due to the fact that a majority of the reconciliations are triggered

by the replacement of the P- and marked P-state lines in Barnes, FFT, Fmm, Radix,
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Figure 4.9. Normalized bus transactions
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and Water_Sp. The processor can continue normal execution in parallel with the

replacement reconciliation.

The delay protocol has the worst performance for most applications even

though the L2 miss ratio is actually improved from that of the MESI protocol.

Given the fact that the delay protocol relies on the small ISB to remember recently

modified words, the overflow of the ISB may generate an excessive write-back traf-

fic (Figure 4.9). Such traffic not only incurs overhead, but also affects other bus

requests. For instance, for 64 processors the miss ratio of FFT is reduced from

.25% using the MESI protocol to about .21% using the delay protocol. But, the

normalized execution time for the read/write miss penalties is increased from 55%

to 75%. To verify the impact of ISB size, 16-entry ISB model were also simulated.

In the worst case of FFT and Fmm, the improvement in total execution time is

only about 20% and 2% respectively. Besides the ISB overflow, the delay protocol

writes back all the modified copies from ISB at each synchronization barrier that

incurs additional delay too.

4.7 Related Work

Dubois et al. introduced send-and-received delayed protocol which allows mul-

tiple copies of cache fine in the "stale" state and keeps track of partially written

words in the Invalidation Send Buffer (ISB) [14]. When the cache line is partially

written, the updated word is stored in ISB. Whenever a synchronization primitive
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is encountered, the stored information in the ISB is written to main memory for

consistency. In other word, this scheme posts all the writes at each synchronization

instruction. In addition, the overflow of the ISB may produce excessive write-back

traffic.

The Munin [8] employs multiple consistency protocols annotating each shared

variable declaration by expected access pattern. Munin, then chooses a consis-

tency protocol suited to that pattern. Incorrect declaration should be detected

by Munin's run time system. Munin is a software DSM system which provides

a release-consistency memory interface. Pending outgoing writes are buffered and

merged in a delayed update queue (DUQ), the DUQ is flushed whenever a local

thread releases a lock or arrives at a barrier. The modified copies are propagated

and merged with their remote copies.

Knotothanassis et al. introduced a hardware cache coherence protocol [35]

which maintains multiple writes (the multiple write state is called "Weak" state),

and the protocol needs the process of updating a processor's weak list. The number

of weak list should be limited to avoid large write backs at the time of synchro-

nization. Anderson and Baer used the sector cache in their a coherence protocol

to reduce false sharing misses [4]. The basic idea of this coherence protocol is that

it favors cache to cache transfer, and the transferred dirty sub-blocks on read miss

are not copied into memory. However, in normal cache coherence under bus-based

multiprocessor, the cache-to-cache transfer is expensive transaction.
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Kaxiras et al. described the GLOW cache coherence protocol [32], which is

the extension to Scalable Coherence Interface (SCI) of ANSI/IEEE standard. The

GROW cache coherence protocol handles coherence activities for the widely shared

data. If a request is the reference request to widely shared data, the special hardware

called the GLOW agent intercepts the request and handles the request differently.

The cache coherence protocol is either invalidation or update for shared write.

Iftode et al. proposed the Automatic Update Release Consistency (AURC),

the AURC is based on lazy consistency model [25]. By snooping on the memory

bus, the automated update mechanism propagates update to shared data at a word

granularity as long as the mapping has been established between local page and

remote page to which the write propagates. The mappings are established as soon

as more than one processor accesses the shared page. The basic approach is to have

home memory for every shared page and to set up mapping such that writes to

other copies of the page are automatically propagated to the home.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Cache memory performance plays an important role to the computer system

performance. For the single processor system, improving the hit ratio without

degrading cache access time can achieve a fast average memory access time. Also, for

the multiple processor system, reducing requests to the snooping bus can decrease

the execution time for the parallel programs.

In this dissertation, it is observed that the direct-mapped cache, instead of

faithfully maintaining the lines that have been referenced recently, retains a large

number of less-recently used lines that are not likely to be re-referenced before they

are replaced. Based on this observation, an adaptive group-associative cache is pro-

posed. This cache is able to dynamically identify the underutilized cache frames and

to effectively use them to selectively retain some of the lines that are to be replaced.

Performance evaluation using trace-driven simulations of both the SPEC95 bench-

mark suites and TPC-C-like benchmark show that the group-associative cache is

able to decisively outperform the conventional and various performance-enhanced

cache organizations. In particular, the miss ratio of the adaptive group-associative

cache is consistently better than that of the 4-way set-associative cache and, in

some cases, even approaches that of the fully-associative cache. As a result, the

124
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adaptive group-associative cache has the lowest average memory access time among

the different cache organizations.

Furthermore, the group-associative cache is able to handle data prefetching

better than other cache organizations. In terms of cost, a first-cut estimate shows

that the directories of the group-associative cache require about 4.5% of the area

taken up by the cache.

The deferred cache coherence model with a new partially-modified state is

designed and evaluated. The unique feature is to allow inconsistent copies of a

modified cache line in multiple cache temporarily to circumvent the adverse effect

of the false-sharing behavior in parallel programs. Program-driven, cycle-by-cycle

simulation of a snooping-bus multiprocessor models are developed to evaluate the

performance of the proposed method. The results based on the parallel applications

from SPLASH-2 show that the proposed cache coherence protocol can improve

the performance over the conventional MESI scheme and delayed cache coherence

protocol.

In summary, the group-associative cache and the deferred cache coherence

model are proposed ways of improving the cache memory performance for the sin-

gle processor system and multiple processor system. The simulation results using

SPEC95 workloads, TPC-C-like workload, and SPLASH-2 workloads show that the

proposed designs improve the cache memory performance.



APPENDIX A
Compulsory, Capacity, and Conflict Misses for SPECint95

In order to understand the compulsory, capacity and conflict misses with dif-

ferent cache topology and cache size. Various cache topologies, which are direct-

mapped cache, 2-way set-associative cache, 4-way set-associative cache and fully-

associative cache, are simulated using SPEC95 benchmark programs.

In the tables, "SZ" means "size of cache," "ASSO" means "associativity,"

"COM" means "Compulsory misses," "CAP" represents "Capacity misses," and

"CON" means "Conflict misses." Also, "ACT" represents the "Actual misses" and

"REL" means the "Relative percentage."
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Table A.l. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Compress

SZ ASSO MISS COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
KB % ACT. REL. ACT. REL. ACT. REL.

D.M. 14.7 0.20 1.38 12.4 84.3 2.11 14.4

8 2-way 12.9 0.20 1.58 12.4 96.3 0.28 2.16

4-way 12.7 0.20 1.59 12.4 97.3 0.15 1.14

D.M. 13.3 0.20 1.52 11.2 84.2 1.90 14.3

16 2-way 11.7 0.20 1.74 11.2 96.2 0.25 2.10

Data 4-way 11.6 0.20 1.75 11.2 97.1 0.13 1.15

Cache D.M. 11.6 0.20 1.75 9.79 84.5 1.59 13.7

32 2-way 10.3 0.20 1.97 9.79 95.2 0.29 2.82

4-way 10.1 0.20 2.01 9.79 96.8 0.12 1.21

D.M. 9.63 0.20 2.11 7.97 82.7 1.46 15.1

64 2-way 8.42 0.20 2.41 7.97 94.7 0.24 2.90

4-way 8.29 0.20 2.45 7.97 96.2 0.11 1.35

D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
8 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

16 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
Inst 4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
Cache D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

32 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

64 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA



Table A.2. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Gcc

SZ ASSO MISS COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
KB % ACT REL. ACT. REL. ACT. REL.
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D.M. 1.95 0.01 0.68 0.92 47.1 1.02 52.2

64 2-way 1.11 0.01 1.20 0.92 83.0 0.18 15.8

4-way 0.97 0.01 1.37 0.92 94.8 0.04 3.83

D.M. 5.77 0.002 0.03 5.21 90.3 0.56 9.66

8 2-way 5.36 0.002 0.03 5.21 97.2 0.15 2.77

4-way 5.24 0.002 0.03 5.21 99.6 0.02 0.42

D.M. 3.81 0.002 0.04 2.33 61.0 1.49 39.0

16 2-way 3.15 0.002 0.05 2.33 73.9 0.82 26.0

Inst 4-way 2.80 0.002 0.06 2.33 83.1 0.47 16.8

Cache D.M. 2.01 0.002 0.08 0.59 29.4 1.42 70.5

32 2-way 1.38 0.002 0.12 0.59 42.9 0.79 57.0

4-way 1.0 0.002 0.16 0.59 59.8 0.4 40.1

D.M. 1.05 0.002 0.15 0.19 18.1 0.86 81.8

64 2-way 0.45 0.002 0.36 0.19 42.0 0.26 57.7

4-way 0.29 0.002 0.56 0.19 66.3 0.09 33.1
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Table A. 3. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Go

SZ ASSO MISS COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
KB % ACT. REL. ACT. REL. ACT. REL.

D.M. 14.4 nni n m fi 68u.uo 46 4 7 73 53 6

8 2-way 9.93 001• \J\J ± 0 01 6 68 67 3 3 24 32 7

4-wav 8.18 nm n niU.U J. 6 fiS 81 7 1 4Q 18 2

D.M. 9.16 nm 0 01 3 q 42 6 5 25 57 4

16 2-way 5.67 oni• \J\J -L 0 02 3 9 68 5 1 80 31.5

Data 4-way 4.47 001• \J\J d. 0.02 3 9 87.3 0.56 12.6

Cache D.M. 5.67 001 0 02 2.13 37 6 3.54 62.4

32 2-wav 2.94 001 0.04 2.13 72.5 0.81 27.5

4-way 2.36 .001 0.05 2.13 90.2 0.23 9.74

D.M. 2.80 .001 0.04 0.56 20.0 2.24 80.0

64 2-way 1.27 .001 0.09 0.56 44.1 0.71 55.8

4-way 0.91 .001 0.12 0.56 61.5 0.35 38.3

D.M. 3.59 0 NA 3.03 84.4 0.56 15.59

8 2-way 3.17 0 NA 3.03 95.6 0.14 4.41

4-way 2.98 0 NA 3.03 101 -0.1 -1.0

D.M. 2.63 0 NA 1.12 42.6 1.51 57.4

16 2-way 1.44 0 NA 1.12 77.8 0.32 22.2

Inst 4-way 1.27 0 NA 1.12 88.2 0.15 11.8

Cache D.M. 1.60 0 NA 0.39 24.4 1.21 75.6

32 2-way 0.94 0 NA 0.39 41.5 0.55 58.5

4-way 0.43 0 NA 0.39 90.7 0.04 9.23

D.M. 0.72 0 NA 0.35 48.6 0.37 51.3

64 2-way 0.48 0 NA 0.35 72.9 0.13 27.0

4-way 0.39 0 NA 0.35 89.7 0.04 10.2
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•1

Table A.4. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Ijpeg

SZ ASSO MISS COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
KB % ACT. REL. ACT. REL. ACT. REL.

D.M. 3.86 0 05 1 19 1.45 37.6 2.36 61.2

8 2-wav 2.13 0 05 2 14 1 45 67.9 0.64 29.9

4-way 2.06 1 22 1 45 70 4 0 57 27.4

D.M. 2.88 n n5 1 5Q 1 31X . X 45 5 1 53 52.9

16 2-way 1.47 0 05 3.12 1.31 89.3 0.11 7.57

Data 4-way 1.45 0 05 3 16 1 31X • X 90.6 0.09 6.22

Cache D.M. 1.33 0 05 3.45 0.92 69.4 0.36 27.2

32 2-wav 1.0 0.05 4.55 0.92 91.6 0.04 3.88

4-way 0.98 0.05 4.69 0.92 94.3 0.01 1.03

D.M. 0.77 0.05 5.91 0.66 85.4 0.07 8.67

64 2-way 0.69 0.05 6.65 0.66 93.4 0 NA
4-way 0.69 0.05 6.65 0.66 93.4 0 NA
D.M. 0.06 0 NA .001 2.05 0.06 97.9

8 2-way .004 0 NA .001 29.3 .003 70.7

4-way .002 0 NA .001 50.9 .001 49.1

D.M. .003 0 NA .001 37.8 .002 62.2

16 2-way .002 0 NA .001 62.9 .001 37.1

Inst 4-way .001 0 NA .001 100 0 NA
Cache D.M. .002 0 NA .001 53.1 .001 46.9

32 2-way .001 0 NA .001 100 0 NA
4-way .001 0 NA .001 100 0 NA
D.M. .001 0 NA 0 NA .001 100

64 2-way .001 0 NA 0 NA .001 100

4-way .001 0 NA .001 100 0 NA



Table A. 5. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Li

SZ ASSO MISS COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
KB % ACT. REL. ACT. REL. ACT. REL.

D.M. 5.15 noi 0 02 1 74J. • 1 T 33.8 3.41 66.2

8 2-way 2.4 oni 0 04 1 74J. • 1 T 72.5 0.66 27.5

4-wav 1.84 nm 0 05 1 74J. . 1 1 Q4 8 0 09 5 13

D.M. 2.8 noi 0 03 1 48 52 8 1.32 47.2

16 2-way 1.7 oni n 05 1 48 86 Q 0.22 13 1J.U > -L

Data 4-wav 1.52 noi 0 06 1 48 Q7 4 0 04 2 58

Cache D.M. 1.81 001 0 05 1 32 73 0 0 49 27.0

32 2-wav 1.4 001• \J\J ± 0 06 1.32 94 8 0 07 5.17

4-way 1.34 .001 0.07 1.32 99.0 0.01 0.9

D.M. 1.37 .001 0.07 1.18 86.3 0.19 13.7

64 2-way 1.18 .001 0.08 1.18 99.7 .002 0.18

4-way 1.18 .001 0.08 1.18 99.9 0 NA
D.M. 3.11 0 NA 0.07 2.19 3.04 97.8

8 2-way 1.15 0 NA 0.07 5.91 1.08 94.1

4-way 0.49 0 NA 0.07 13.9 0.42 86.1

D.M. 1.73 0 NA 0 NA 1.73 100

16 2-way 0.41 0 NA 0 NA 0.42 100

Inst 4-way 0.05 0 NA 0 NA 0.05 100

Cache D.M. 1.01 0 NA 0 NA 1.01 100

32 2-way 0.17 0 NA 0 NA 0.17 100

4-way .003 0 NA 0 NA .003 100

D.M. 0.76 0 NA 0 NA 0.76 100

64 2-way .001 0 NA 0 NA .001 100

4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
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Table A.6. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of M88ksim

SZ ASSO MISS COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%

KB % ACT. REL. ACT. REL. ACT. REL.

D.M. 1.69 0 01 0 51 0.03 1.85 1.65 97.6

8 2-wav 0.70 0 01 1.24 0.03 4.45 0.66 94.3

4-way 0.24 0.01 3.57 0.03 12.8 0.20 83.6

D.M. 0.67 0 01 1.29 0.03 3.9 0.64 94.8

16 2-wav 0.2 0 01 4.4 0.03 13.2 0.17 82.5

Data 4-way 0.09 n ni 9 67 0 03w. yjKj 29 2 0 06 61 1

Cache D.M. 0.27 0 01 3 18 0 02 7 04 0 25 89 8

32 2-wav 0.05 0 01 18 9 0.02 42.0 0.02 39.1

4-way 0.03 0.01 30.0 0.02 66.6 .001 3.45

D.M. 0.21 0.01 4.24 0.01 6.0 0.18 89.8

64 2-way 0.02 0.01 41.4 0.01 58.6 0 NA
4-way 0.02 0.01 39.5 0.01 61.5 0 NA
D.M. 3.24 0 NA 1.05 32.4 2.19 67.6

8 2-way 2.22 0 NA 1.05 47.3 1.17 52.7

4-way 1.96 0 NA 1.05 53.7 0.9 46.3

D.M. 1.3 0 NA 0.14 10.4 1.18 89.6

16 2-way 0.63 0 NA 0.14 21.6 0.49 78.4

Inst 4-way 0.29 0 NA 0.14 46.7 0.16 53.3

Cache D.M. 0.89 0 NA 0 NA 0.89 100

32 2-way 0.12 0 NA 0 NA 0.12 100

4-way 0.03 0 NA 0 NA 0.03 100

D.M. 0.13 0 NA 0 NA 0.13 100

64 2-way 0.06 0 NA 0 NA 0.06 100

4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA



Table A. 7. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Perl

SZ ASSO MISS COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
KB % ACT. REL. ACT. REL. ACT. REL.

D.M. 1.7 n NA n NA 1 7J. < 1 100Jl\J\J

8 2-way 0.32 nu NA n NA n 32 100

4-wav 0 nu NA n NA 0 NA
D.M. 0.85 n NA n NA 0 85 100

16 2-way 0 n NA n NA n NA
Data 4-way 0 n NA n NA n NA
Cache D.M. 0.42 n NA n NA 0 42 100

32 2-way 0 nu NA n NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0.42 0 NA 0 NA 0.42 100

64 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 3.89 0 NA 0 NA 3.89 100

8 2-way 1.54 0 NA 0 NA 1.54 100

4-way 0.62 0 NA 0 NA 0.62 100

D.M. 1.33 0 NA .001 0.08 1.33 99.9

16 2-way .002 0 NA .001 50 .001 50

Inst 4-way .001 0 NA .001 100 0 NA
Cache D.M. 0.51 0 NA 0 0.01 0.51 99.9

32 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0.41 0 NA 0 NA 0.41 100

64 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
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Table A. 8. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Vortex

SZ ASSO MISS COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
KB % ACT. REL. ACT. REL. ACT. REL.

D MJ_/ . iVX . 5 34 u.uo 1 1
1.

1

1 fiil.Ui "^n 1OU. 1 3 67o.u t
68 8

8
*J W Oij 2 Q7 u.uo 9 n 1 fi7i .U 1

1 "^1l.Ol 4*^ Q

4-WJlVt: W civ 1 Qfi U.UD o.u 1 fi7i.D 1
SI Qoi .y u.o iO.i

i_y . iVl

.

n fifiu.uo 9 nz.u u.yo "^A 1 1 .oo fi*^ Quo.y

Ifi 9-wnV^ w ciy 1 75 u.uo o.o u.yo ^fi 9dO.Z fl 71U. 1 i 40

Data i w d y 1 26 u.uu A fi u.yo 77 k
t 1 .o n 99 1 7 fii ( .u

D.M. 2.16 u.uu 9 7 n 7^u. / u J. .OU fi9 ^

32 2-way 0.98 u.uu fi nu.u U. 1 o 77 n1 i .u n 1

7

U. 1 (
1 7 fl1 1 .u

4-way 0.86 0.06 6.8 0.75 87.6 0.05 5.6

D.M. 1.31 0.06 4.5 0.46 35.1 0.8 60.4

64 2-way 0.72 0.06 8.1 0.46 63.7 0.20 28.2

4-way 0.59 0.06 10.0 0.46 78.5 0.07 11.5

D.M. 3.98 0 NA 1.34 33.8 2.63 66.2

8 2-way 3.32 0 NA 1.34 40.5 1.98 59.5

4-way 2.0 0 NA 1.34 67.4 0.65 32.6

D.M. 1.47 0 NA 0.65 44.3 0.82 55.7

16 2-way 0.9 0 NA 0.65 72.8 0.24 27.2

Inst. 4-way 0.72 0 NA 0.65 90.2 0.07 9.8

Cache D.M. 0.89 0 NA 0.18 20.5 0.71 79.5

32 2-way 0.38 0 NA 0.18 48.1 0.2 51.9

4-way 0.22 0 NA 0.18 81.7 0.04 18.3

D.M. 0.45 0 NA 0.01 2.8 0.44 97.2

64 2-way 0.14 0 NA 0.01 9.2 0.13 90.6

4-way 0.07 0 NA 0.01 19.5 0.05 80.0
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Table B.l. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Applu

SZ ASSO MISS COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
KB APT sxniLi. APT RFT APT RF,T,

JJ.iVl. y.Ui 0.14 1.56 6.78 75.3 2.09 23.2

QO 2-way 1 .66 0.14 1.92 6.78 92.4
r\ At
0.41 5.65

4-way K Q7D.y / 0.14 2.02 6.78 97.3 0.05 0.69

U . iVl

.

O.U 0.14 1.76 6.74
OA O
84.3 1.12 14.0

ID 2-way Q/l 0.14 2.03 6.74 97.2 0.05 0.74

uaia 4-way D.OO 0.14 2.05 6.74 98.0 0 NA
Cache U.M. 7 OC 0.14 1.93 6.48

art rv
89.0 0.66 9.1

oZ 2-way K 7fi r\ -t A
0.14 2.09 6.48 95.9 0.13 1.97

4-way D.DD 0.14 2.11 6 48 97 2 0 04 0 6

D.M. 6.9 0.14 2.04 6.47 93.8 0.28 4.12

64 2-way 6.5 0.14 2.16 6.47 99.6 -0.1 -1.7

4-way 6.52 0.14 2.16 6.47 99.3 -0.1 -1.4

D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
8 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

16 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
Inst 4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
Cache D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

32 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

64 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
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Table B.2. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Apsi

Q7 MiOij COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
rvt> /o ACl. Hr!;L. ACl. KbL. AKj i .

T5T7T

D.M. 12.7 0.01 0.06 8.49 66.9 4.20 33.1

8 2-way 10.3 0.01 0.08 8.49 82.4 1.80 17.5

4-way 8.51 0.01 0.09 8.49 99.8 0.01 0.13

D.M. 11.5 0.01 0.07 3.30 28.7 8.19 71.3

16 2-way 6.68 0.01 0.12 3.30 49.3 3.38 50.6
T\ J.Data 4-way 5.93 0.01 0.13 3.30 55.6 2.63 44.3

Cache D.M. 9.72 0.01 0.08 2.12 21.8 7.59 78.1

32 2-way 6.26 0.01 0.12 2.12 33.8 4.14 66.1

4-way 4.90 U.Ui U.iO 0 10z.iz /IQ 0 0 77Z.I 1
ft00.

D

D M Q fin 0.01 0.08 2.11 22.0 7.48 77.9

64 2-way 6.15 0.01 0.13 2.11 34.35 4.03 65.5

4-way 4.88 0.01 0.16 2.11 43.3 2.76 56.5

D.M. 0.32 .0001 0.03 0.01 2.82 0.31 97.2

8 2-way 0.13 .0001 0.08 0.01 7.22 0.12 92.7

4-way 0.05 .0001 0.19 .009 17.3 0.04 82.5

D.M. 0.10 .0001 0.10 0.01 4.61 0.10 95.3

16 2-way 0.02 .0001 0.49 0.01 22.45 0.02 77.1

Inst 4-way 0.01 .0001 1.82 0.01 83.8 .001 14.3

Cache D.M. 0.05 .0001 0.19 .004 7.05 0.05 92.8

32 2-way .004 .0001 2.67 .004 97.3 0 NA
4-way .003 .0001 2.92 .004 97.1 0 NA
D.M. .011 .0001 0.94 0 NA .011 99.1

64 2-way .001 .0001 8.77 0 NA .001 91.2

4-way .001 .0001 11.9 0 NA .001 89.1
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Table B.3. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Fpppp

ASSO MISS COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
KR % ATT RF,T, APT RF,T, ACT REL

U.M.. D.OU 0 NA 1.68 zo.y 1 A 174.1

oO 2-way z.oi 0 NA 1.68 59.9 1.13 40.1

4-way 2.4o 0 NA 1.68 68.6 0.77 31.4

U.M. z.by 0
\T A

0.34 12.8 87.2

lb 2-way U. 0
M ANA 0.34 47.8 0.38

COO
52.

z

Data 4-way n Qc^
U.oiD 0 NA 0.34 99.7 .001 0.23

Cache JJ.M. 1 QA 0
M ANA U.lz c noD.Uo l.oz CiA C\94.0

oz 2-way U.Z / 0
1\T ANA (J.iz 4o.z O.lo 00.8

4-way U. 14 0 NA 0.12 91.4 0.01 8.44

D.M. 1.73 0 NA 0.03 1.45 1.70 98.5

64 2-way 0.06 0 NA 0.03 41.7 0.04 58.0

4-way 0.04 0 NA 0.03 69.4 0.01 30.0

D.M. 7.89 0 NA 8.89 112 -1.0 -12.7

8 2-way 7.96 0 NA 8.89 111 -0.93 -11.6

4-way 8.28 0 NA 8.89 107 -0.61 -7.4

D.M. 6.53 0 NA 6.64 101 -0.1 -1.8

16 2-way 6.57 0 NA 6.64 101 -0.1 -1.1

Inst 4-way 6.65 0 NA 6.64 99.9 0.01 0.13

Cache D.M. 3.52 0 NA 2.06 58.5 1.46 41.5

32 2-way 0.55 0 NA 2.06 375 -1.5 -275

4-way 0.82 0 NA 2.06 252 -1.2 -152

D.M. 0.03 0 NA 0 NA 0.03 99.7

64 2-way 0.01 0 NA 0 NA 0.01 99.3

4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
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Table B.4. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Hydro2d

C7o/j A con Mioo COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
rvt) /o ACl. KtjL. ACl. KrLiL. AU i .

DT?TtttiL.

D.M. 20.6 0.05 0.23 19.7 95.6 0.85 4.13

8 2-way 19.4 0.05 0.24 19.7 101 -0.40 -1.8

4-way 19.7 0.05 0.24 19.7 100 0 NA
D.M. 19.3 0.05 0.25 17.9 92.8 1.35 6.97

16 2-way 18.4 0.05 0.26 17.9 97.6 0.39 2.14

Data 4-way 17.9 0.05 0.27 17.9 99.7 0 NA
Cache D.M. 17.0 0.05 0.28 15.8 93.1 1.14 6.67

32 2-way 16.6 0.05 0.29 15.8 95.2 0.75 4.51

4-way 16.5 u.uo n 9Q 10.0 u.oz O.I 1

D.M. 16 5 0.05 0.29 15.5 93.9 0.97 5.86

64 2-way 15.6 0.05 0.30 15.5 99.3 0.07 0.44

4-way 15.6 0.05 0.30 15.5 99.4 0.04 0.26

D.M. .002 0 NA .002 100 0 NA
8 2-way .002 0 NA .002 100 0 NA

4-way .002 0 NA .002 100 0 NA
D.M. .001 0 NA .001 100 0 NA

16 2-way .001 0 NA .001 100 0 NA
Inst 4-way .001 0 NA .001 100 0 NA
Cache D.M. .001 0 NA .001 100 0 NA

32 2-way .001 0 NA .001 100 0 NA
4-way .001 0 NA .001 100 0 NA
D.M. .001 0 NA 0 NA .001 100

64 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA



Table B.5. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Mgrid

iVllOO COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
/o AU i

.

sxtiiL. AV^ i .
APTA^^ i .

RTTT
1\,EjLi.

U.Nl.
c An
5.u9 0.02 0.45 3.51 69.0 1.56 30.6

o
O 2-way o.Yo 0.02 0.6 3.51 92.8 0.25 6.56

4-way o.o4 0.02 0.6 3.51 99.2 0.01 0.14

JJ.M. A 014.ol 0.02 0.53 3.48 80.8 0.81 18.7

lb 2-way 0.02 0.66 3.48 99.3 0 NA
Data 4-way 0.0 0.02 0.65 3.48 99.6 0 NA
L/acne U.M. o ooO.OZ 0.02 0.6 3.45 90.2 0.35 9.17

62 2-way o on
o.oy 0.02 0.67 3.37 99.3 0 NA

4-way 0.45 u.uz u.uu 0.10 QQyy .o nu N A

D.M. 3.6 0.02 0.63 3.27 91.0 0.3 8.34

64 2-way 3.3 0.02 0.69 3.27 99.3 0 NA
4-way 3.3 0.02 0.69 3.27 99.3 0 NA
D.M. .005 0 NA .005 100 0 NA

8 2-way .005 0 NA .005 100 0 NA
4-way .005 0 NA .005 100 0 NA
D.M. .005 0 NA .005 100 0 NA

16 2-way .004 0 NA .004 100 0 NA
Inst 4-way .004 0 NA .004 110 0 NA
Cache D.M. .001 0 NA 0 NA .001 100

32 2-way .001 0 NA 0 NA .001 100

4-way .001 0 NA 0 NA .001 100

D.M. .001 0 NA 0 NA .001 100

64 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
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Table B.6. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Su2cor

A 990 COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
IVO /o ALi i

.

rlrljL.
A r^TAU i

.

tihiL. AU i

.

IXCjLj.

D.M. 12.9 0.04 0.31 11.6 89.7 1.3 10.0

8 2-way 11.4 0.04 0.35 11.4 99.7 0 NA
4-way 11.4 0.04 0.35 11.4 99.7 0 NA
D.M. 12.2 0.04 0.33 11.0 90.1 1.17 9.59

16 2-way
11 1
11.1 0.04 0.36 11.0 99.0 0.07 0.6

Data 4-way 1 1 o
11.

z

0.04 0.36 11.0 98.8 0.1 0.89

Cache D.M. 11
11.7 0.04 0.34 10.8 92.2 0.88 7.46

62, 2-way 10.8 0.04 0.37 10.8 99.8 0 NA
4-way 10.9 U.U4 U.O /

ins QQ Ryy.D U.U4

D M 0.04 0.35 10.6 93.9 0.65 5.73

64 2-way 10.6 0.04 0.38 10.6 99.6 0 NA
4-way 10.7 0.04 0.38 10.6 99.6 .002 0.02

D.M. 0.46 0 NA .004 0.86 0.46 99.1

8 2-way 0.24 0 NA .004 1.64 0.24 98.3

4-way 0.26 0 NA .004 1.55 0.25 98.4

D.M. 0.32 0 0.03 0 NA 0.32 99.9

16 2-way 0.03 0 NA 0 NA 0.03 100

Inst 4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
Cache D.M. 0.06 0 NA 0 NA 0.06 100

32 2-way 0.02 0 NA 0 NA 0.02 100

4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0.04 0 NA 0 NA 0.034 100

64 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA



Table B.7. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Swim

iVllOO COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
A.13 /o AU i . IXlliLi.

AOT RTTT
rliliLi.

D.M. 63.6 0.06 0.09 9.5 14.9 54.0 85.0

8 2-way 69.0 0.06 0.08 9.50 13.8 59.5 86.2

4-way 58.2 0.06 0.1 9.5 16.3 48.6 83.6
TV XD.M. 29.2 0.06 0.2 9.5 32.5 19.7 67.3

16 2-way 32.3 0.06 0.18 9.5 29.4 22.7 70.4

Data 4-way OA 1
34.1 0.06 0.17 9.50 27.9 24.5 72.0

,-.T. „bacne D.M. 9.24 0.06 0.62 7.41 80.2 1.77 19.2

2-way 7.79 0.06 0.74 7.41 95.1 0.32 4.15

4-way 8. Do u.uu n 71 7 41 Q1 S n fii

D.M. 7 49 0.06 0.77 7.41 98.9 0.02 0.31

64 2-way 7.48 0.06 0.77 7.41 99.1 0.01 0.16

4-way 7.47 0.06 0.77 7.41 99.2 0 NA
D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

8 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

16 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
Inst 4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
Cache D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

32 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

64 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
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Table B.8. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Tomcatv

COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
XvU /o 1X11/L/. APT SXEjLj. APT

U.M. 50.5 0.06 0.12 13.1 25.9 37.4 73.9
o
O 2-way 46.2 0.06 0.14 13.1 30.4 30.0 69.5

4-way 1 (A 0.06 0.35 13.1 76.6 3.9 23.1

U.M. 16.6 0.06 0.36 13.1 78.8 3.48 20.9

16 2-way 18.1 0.06 0.34 13.1 72.6 4.9 27.1

Data 4-way lb.

2

0.06 0.37 13.1 80.8 3.06 18.9

uacne D.M. r\ oo
9.88 0.06 0.61 12.3 124 -2.4 -24

iooz 2-way y.78 0.06 0.62 12.3 125 -2.5 -25

4-way y. lo 0 06\j .\j\J 0 62 12 3 125 -25

D.M. 8.97 0.06 0.68 8.85 98.7 0.06 0.61

64 2-way 8.91 0.06 0.68 8.85 99.3 .001 0.01

4-way 8.91 0.06 0.68 8.85 99.3 .003 0.03

D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
8 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

16 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
Inst 4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
Cache D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

32 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

64 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA



Table B.9. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of TurbSd

Q.7OZj iVliOO COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
JtVlJ /o AU i

.

rtrljL. A\j 1

.

SXSliLi.
ACT IXEjLi.

D.M. 8.43 0.15 1.8 2.14 25.4 6.14 72.8

8 2-way 6.16 0.15 2.5 2.14 34.8 3.86 62.7

4-way 0.15 3.6 2.14 51.3 1.88 45.1

U.M. CCA 0.15 2.3 2.07 31.2 4.4 66.5

16 2-way C C
5.0 0.15 2.7 2.07 36.9 3.39 60.4

Data 4-way 3.99 0.15 3.8 2.07 51.8 1.77 44.4

Cache D.M. 5.35 0.15 2.8 1.75 32.6 3.5 64.6

62 2-way 4.76 0.15 3.2 1.75 36.7 2.86 60.1

4-way o.o4 0.15 A O
4.3 1.75

AC\ A49.4 1 C A1.54 A£i O
46.

o

U . iVl

.

A no 0.15 3.7 1.24 30.2 2.70 66.1

64 2-way 3.47 0.15 4.4 1.24 35.7 2.08 59.9

4-way 2.42 0.15 6.2 1.24 51.1 1.03 42.7

D.M. 0.07 .00002 0.03 .001 1.2 0.07 98.8

8 2-way 0.02 .00002 0.1 .001 4.2 0.02 95.7

4-way 0.01 .00002 0.2 .001 7.3 0.01 92.5

D.M. 0.05 .00002 0.05 .00002 0.05 0.05 99.9

16 2-way .001 .00002 4.0 .00002 4.0 .0005 92.0

Inst. 4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
Cache D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

32 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

64 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
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Table B.IO. Compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses of Wave5

iVilOO COM.MISS% CAP.MISS% CON.MISS%
%/o AU i

.

ilrljij. AU i . rtil/Li.

D.M. 27.9 0.14 0.50 10.9 39.0 16.9 60.5

8 2-way 25.8 0.14 0.54 10.9 42.2 14.8 57.3

4-way 22.5 0.14 0.62 10.9 48.4 11.5 51.0

D.M. 21.7 0.14 0.64 10.7 49.5 10.8 49.9

lb 2-way 21.7 0.14 0.64 10.7 49.3 10.9 50.1

Data 4-way zi.7 0.14 0.64 10.7 49.5 10.8 49.9

uacne D.M. 15.4 0.14 0.91 8.14 52.9 7.11 46.2

2-way Ib.o 0.14 0.86 8.14 49.9 8.04 49.2

4-way 16.9 U.oO S 140.14 4840.0 o.oo Quu.y

D.M. 7 26 0.14 1.92 6.58 90.6 0.54 7.49

64 2-way 6.88 0.14 2.03 6.58 95.6 0.16 2.33

4-way 5.99 0.14 2.33 6.58 109 -0.7 -12

D.M. 0.15 0 NA .003 2.0 0.15 97.9

8 2-way 0.08 0 NA .003 3.6 0.08 96.4

4-way 0.07 0 NA .003 4.49 0.06 95.5

D.M. 0.04 0 NA 0 NA 0.04 100

16 2-way 0.02 0 NA 0 NA 0.02 100

Inst 4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
Cache D.M. 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA

32 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
D.M. 0.01 0 NA 0 NA 0.01 100

64 2-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
4-way 0 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
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